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Abstract
I present an extension of the ad iabatic  Bond Charge model to study 
lattice dynam ics of highly polar II-VI sem i-conductors and sem i-m etals and 
CdTe-HgTe superlattices grown along (001) and ( i l l )  directions. This is the 
first a ttem p t to study phonons in CdTe-HgTe superlattices.
My results for phonon dispersion, specific heat and elastic constants for 
the six bulk m aterials a re  in good agreem ent w ith experim ental observa­
tions. T he best param eter sets for the  six com pounds show trends th a t are 
consistent with the param eters for group IV elem ental semi-conductors and 
III-V com pounds.
For CdTe-HgTe superla ttices. I find th a t the  long range Coulomb in ter­
action between particles s itu a ted  on the  opposite sides of the interface needs 
to be handled carefully to  get positive eigenvalues and eigenvectors with 
proper sym m etry  and continuity . For CdTe-HgTe superlattices grown along 
(001) direction, many propagating  modes are seen which travel with different 
wavevectors in CdTe and  HgTe layers. T he wavevectors in HgTe are differ­
ent from the corresponding bulk values. This difference is significant for long 
wavelength modes. For (111) superlattices all the  optical modes are either
ix
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confined or interface modes. In bo th  cases, th e  frequencies of the HgTe op­
tical m odes do not m ap well to the bulk LO branch. Also, in both cases the 
frequency of the highest HgTe LO m ode does not reach the  bulk lim it even 
for 27 m onolayer thick HgTe layers. T hese effects are in terpreted  in term s of 
th e  lowering of HgTe frequencies from  the ir bulk  values due to the  presence 
of higher charges in CdTe layers.
My results for (001) superlattices ind icate  th a t all the  un-identified peaks 
seen in the  Raman spectra  of these s tru c tu res  can be explained in term s of 
superla ttice  modes.
x
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C hapter 1 
Introduction
Solid S ta te  Physics calculations can generally be classified as sta tic  la t­
tice model o r dynam ic la ttice  m odel calculations. T he s ta tic  model trea ts  
a  solid as a periodic array  of im m obile atom s and is capable of explaining 
m any phenom ena including the electronic s truc tu re  of solids. However, the  
s ta tic  model is an approxim ation to  the actual ionic configuration, because 
the  atom s or ions are no t fixed to  their equilibrium  positions, but ra th e r 
v ib rate  about them  w ith an energy th a t depends on the tem p era tu re  of th e  
solid. The dynam ics of atom s in solids is responsible for m any phenom ena 
which can not be explained on the  basis of sta tic  la ttice  m odel of solids. Ex­
am ples include specific heat, therm al expansion, therm al conductivity , sound 
propagation, melting, electrical resistance, superconductivity , in teraction of 
radiation w ith m a tte r, etc . L attice Dynamics is concerned w ith  the  calcu­
lation of the  vibrational frequencies and displacem ent p a tte rn s  of ions in a 
crystal and is central to m any aspects of research into the behavior of solids.
1
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T he v ib rational frequencies and  displacem ent patterns of ions are a neces­
sary  ingredient for m any calculations in solid s ta te  physics and therefore 
la ttice  dynam ical calculations often m ake prelim inary and in tegral part of 
th e  studies of m any phenom ena including high Tc superconductivity.
W ith  the availability of high perform ance com puters, there has been a  
growing trend  tow ard first principles calculations. However, phenom eno­
logical m odels are still the  preferred m ethod for solving la ttice dynam ical 
problem s. As this thesis is concerned w ith  a phenomenological model, so 
I shall s ta r t , in the  next section, by establishing the relation between first 
principles calculations and phenom enological m odels in la ttice dynam ics.
1.1 P h en om en o log ica l M od els
In principle alm ost any problem  in atom ic, m olecular or solid s ta te  physics 
can be solved by solving th e  appropria te  Schrodinger equation. In these 
fields th e  only in teraction th a t m atters is the Coulomb interaction between 
the  nuclei and electrons and th e  law determ in ing  their behavior is given by 
the  m any particle Schrodinger equation. However, solving the m any particle 
Schrodinger equation  is not an easy task especially if the num ber of degrees of 
freedom is of th e  order of 1023. In practice, even th e  first principle calculations 
make use of m any sim plifying approxim ations, the  m ain approxim ation being 
the  ad iabatic  approxim ation, which allows to  separate  the electronic and ionic 
m otions. T he essential idea is th a t the ions being a t least 2000 tim es heavier, 
move m uch slowly than  the electrons. A t any given instant, therefore, the
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3electrons see the ions frozen in som e configuration and consequently one can 
solve the  Schrodinger equation  for th e  electronic system  by trea tin g  th e  ions 
to be fixed in some configuration, say R. T he m ain result of the ad iabatic 
approxim ation is th a t  one can find th e  solutions of the Schrodinger equation 
for the to ta l crystal
{Te + Ti +  4>n{R) +  <j>ee(r) + C>ie(r. /? )} ^ (r , R)  =  E ^ { r ,  R ) (1.1)
of the form ^ ( r ,  R) =  ip f t (r ) \(R) ,  provided it is possible to ignore some term s 
in the equation o b ta ined  by substitu tin g  ^ ( r ,  R)  =  tpR( r ) \ ( R )  in Eq. (1.1). 
In this equation R and  r denote the  collective coordinates of the ions and 
electrons respectively. Te and T, are the kinetic energy operators of the 
electrons and ions, d>a{R) and d>ee(r) are the ion-ion and electron-electron 
interactions respectively, and Oie(r. R)  is the electron-ion in teraction. 0/?(r) 
and \ ( R )  are defined by
{Te +  o ee( r ) + <pie(r, R)}4'n(r) = E e{ R ) y R{r) (1.2)
and
{T, +  0 lt(R)  +  E e( R ) } x (R)  =  E \ ( R )  (1.3)
respectively. The ignored term s are responsible for the electron-phonon in­
teraction and are usually  negligible[ 1]. Equation (1.2) can be im m ediately
recognized as the Schrodinger E quation for the electronic system . Here 
is the wavefunction for th e  entire system  of electrons and E e(R)  is the to ta l 
electronic energy, b o th  of which contain the ionic positions R as param e­
ters. Similarly, equation  (1-3) is th e  Schrodinger equation for ions and is the
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
4quantum  m echanical equation  for la ttice  dynam ics. The resu lt of using the  
ad iabatic approxim ation  is th a t for the  ionic m otion, an effective po ten tia l 
energy function
$ ( R )  =  <pa{R) +  Ee{R)  (1.4)
has been introduced which contains the electronic contribu tion  th rough  
E e(R).  However, the evaluation of E e{R)  using equation (1.2) as it s tands, is 
an im possible task, since the la tte r  describes an  in teracting system  of a  large 
num ber of electrons. For sim plification, a one-electron p ic tu re  is used which 
trea ts  each electron as an independent particle moving in th e  mean field of 
th e  other electrons and th a t of th e  nuclei. T he most successful one-electron 
approxim ation is the local density  approxim ation of the density  functional 
theory according to which the energy of an in teracting system  of electrons is 
a  unique functional of th e  electron density. Even with all these approxim a­
tions, evaluating E e(R)  and then  solving equation (1.3) to  find the phonon 
frequencies and wavefunctions is a form idable task. In fact, it was not un­
til five years ago th a t a com plete density functional s tudy  of the phonon 
properties of sem iconductors appeared  in the literature[2]. A more practical 
approach is to  assume som e phenom enological potential for $ ( R )  which con­
ta ins only a  few param eters. T his effective potential $ (/? ) is a function of 
all the individual coordinates of the  ions. A further sim plification is afforded 
by m aking th e  reasonable assum ption th a t the  ionic displacem ents are sm all 
as com pared to the inter-ionic separation. One can then expand  the effective 
potential in powers of ionic displacem ents and keep term s up to  the second
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order. This constitu tes  w hat is known as the harm onic approxim ation  and is 
the starting  po in t of all theories of la ttice  dynam ics. The higher order term s 
in th e  expansion of 4>(/2) are term ed as anharm onic term s and  are generally 
trea ted  as a  pertu rba tion .
In the harm onic approxim ation  a solid is trea ted  as a set of coupled har­
monic oscillators and th e  classical equations of m otion are solved to find the  
eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors of th e  ions. An im portan t consequence of 
the harm onic approx im ation  is th a t it allows one to  go from  the  classical 
picture of coupled oscillators to the  quan tum  m echanical form ulation of cre­
ation and ann ih ila tion  operators by following a well known prescription[3]. 
The trad itional approach to  solving th e  lattice dynam ical problem s, there­
fore. has been to  use a phenom enological model to  find the  norm al modes 
of the  crystal and  then m aking a transition  to quan tum  m echanics by quan­
tizing the la ttice  waves. For this reason, construction of transferab le models 
th a t can be applied to a general class of m aterials is an im p o rtan t part of 
the theory of la ttice  dynam ics. These models often give a qualita tively  and 
som etim es quan tita tive ly  correct description of certain  processes in term s of a 
few param eters and  therefore, provide an orientation for the m icroscopic th e ­
ories. The param eters of transferable models often show system atic  trends 
when classes of sim ilar m ateria ls are com pared. From this one can derive 
certain  rules or phenom enological concepts, which are a fam iliar aspect of 
chem istry and physics. A lternatively, it is useful to  have phenom enological
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6m odels based on ab initio calculations to get results quickly w ith less com ­
p u ta tiona l effort. This is im portan t in la ttice  dynam ics because more often, 
calculation of phonon frequencies and  vvavefunctions is only a first step  in a 
bigger calculation and  it is useful to  have phenom enological models not only 
as a  means to get quick results bu t also to study  m ore com plicated system s 
which can not be trea ted  using th e  first principles m ethods because of the 
lack of enough com putational resources. Thus on one hand, phenom enologi­
cal models can help form ulate the  microscopic theories and prom ote a b e tte r  
understanding  of the underlying physics in term s of m ore tangible concepts 
and  on the other, they  provide a useful a lternative  to microscopic theories 
where the la tte r can not be used e ither because of the  lack of understanding  
or because of the tim e and com putational constraints.
1.2 R ev iew  o f  L a ttice  D y n a m ica l M od els
Although exam ples of la ttice dynam ical calculations can be found in the 
works of Lagrange and Cauchy, m odern la ttice  dynam ics is generally con­
sidered to have s ta rted  w ith the  investigations of Einstein[4]and Debye[5] on 
th e  specific heat of solids and Born and von K arm an’s work[6] on the dis­
persion relations and frequency sp ectra  of sim ple cubic lattices. E instein 's 
m odel trea ted  the atom s of a crystal as independent, isotropic oscillators, 
each having the  sam e frequency. By quantizing the  energy of the  oscilla­
tors in accordance with the results obtained by Planck for the  black body 
rad ia tion , he was able to show th a t th e  specific heat of a  solid is a function
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
of tem pera tu re . Debye trea ted  a solid as an elastic body and in troduced  a 
frequency spectrum , each norm al m ode of which had the m ean energy of a 
Planck oscillator. D ebye’s m odel gave much be tte r agreem ent w ith th e  exper­
im ental d a ta  on specific heats and  since it was much sim pler, it overshadow ed 
th e  a tom istic  m odel of Born and von Karman which was in troduced  a t abou t 
the  sam e tim e. T h a t Debye’s m odel gives approxim ate results for th e  specific 
heat of solids a t extrem ely  low tem peratures was shown in a series of papers 
by Blackman[7]. He calculated the  specific heat of solids on th e  basis of 
Born-von K arm an model and com pared his results w ith those ob ta ined  from  
Debye’s m odel. Considerable differences between the results of th e  la ttice  
and continuum  calculations were found at tem perature close to th e  abso lu te  
zero. T h a t th e  a tom istic  model gives better agreement w ith th e  experim en tal 
results was shown by subsequent experim ental work[8].
Born-von K arm an model was an example of what cam e to  be known as 
th e  Rigid. Ion model. In the rigid ion model, ions are approx im ated  by rigid 
or un-deform able charges centered a t the nuclei, which in te rac t w ith  each 
o ther via Coulom b interaction and  some kind of short range in teraction  th a t 
is described by pair potentials, often central. The sim plest version of this 
model[9] lim its short range in teraction  to  nearest neighbors only. W ith  only 
two param eters this model gives reasonable results for the dispersion curves 
of alkali halides except for the LO branch. This is because th e  rigid ion m odel 
ignores the  electronic polarizability  of ions and predicts =  1. This resu lts 
in less screening and a stronger macroscopic field associated w ith  th e  LO
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8modes which, in tu rn  gives a poor desciprtion of th e  LO branch. Effective 
“rigid ion models" are sometimes fitted successfully to dispersion curves of 
alkali halides and II-VI and III-V compounds[10]. Like th e  original rigid ion 
model these models do not include the electronic degrees of freedom explicitly. 
These models, however, sim ulate a non-negligible electronic polarization by 
using s ta tic  charges on ions which are different from th e  ac tua l ionic charges 
and by in troducing ra ther strong second-nearest-neighbor force constants. 
All of these models em ploy a large num ber of param eters , m any of which 
have no clear physical meaning. Furtherm ore, th e  origin of som e effects, 
such as the  lowering of the  LO mode, is well known to be the  electron-ion 
and electron-electron interaction.
An obvious im provem ent of the rigid ion m odel will therefore be to in­
clude the  electronic degrees of freedom explicitly and  trea t the  electron-ion 
and electron-electron in teraction in the harmonic approx im ation . M any such 
models exist[ 11] and are referred to as dipole models  since these m odels re­
place ions in a crystal by dipoles. Underlying these m odels is the  idea th a t 
the displacem ents of the  ions destroy the high sym m etry  a t each la ttice  site  
of a crystal and lead to  the appearance of dipole and  higher order m ulti-pole 
term s in the  charge d istribu tion  at each site. Only th e  dipole te rm  is reta ined  
and is assum ed to  have two o ther contributions in add ition  to th e  com ponent 
arising from the  displacem ent of the ion as a rigid point, one com ing from the 
electric polarizability  and the other from the m echanical polarizability  of the  
ions. T he m ost popular and pictorial of these, th e  so called shell model  takes
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9caxe of the three con tribu tions to  th e  ionic polarizability by tre a tin g  each ion 
as being composed of a rigid core and a charged shell which is bound  to  th e  
core by a spring and can, therefore, be displaced relative to th e  core. T he  
short range and long range in teractions are thus natura lly  d ivided in to  core­
core, shell-core and shell-shell interactions. The adiabatic  app rox im ation  is 
imposed by giving the  shell a  zero mass.
The shell model, in its m any forms, has been widely used for m any  ionic 
diatom ic and also for a few m ulti-atom ic ones[12]. Its m ain success is th e  
correct description of the  con tribu tion  of polarization induced dipole forces. 
By introducing sufficient num ber of param eters it can be and has been used 
to describe the phonon dispersion of alm ost any type of m aterial.
Kune’s deform able dipole model[13] which is a generalization of K aro and  
H ardy’s original model[14] is ano ther widely used model. K une’s m odel is 
formally equivalent to the  shell m odel and contains fifteen ad ju stab le  p a ram ­
eters. By ignoring the  polarizabilities, it reduces to an 11-param eter rigid 
ion model, which is th e  m ost popular version of the rigid ion m odel.
Valence force m odel, though  not as general as the  rigid ion or th e  shell 
model, is relevant to covalent m aterials[15, 16]. In this m odel, th e  po ten tia l 
energy is expressed in te rm s of the  changes in bond distances and  bond angles 
which makes the poten tial energy invariant to pure translations and  ro ta tions 
of the crystal.
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1.3 M o tiv a tio n  an d  O verview  o f th e  T h es is
The idea of a sem iconductor superlattice, a periodic stacking of slabs of 
different m ateria ls, was in troduced by Esaki and Tsu[17] in 1970. A B inary  
superlattice A mB n consists of m  layers of m aterial A followed by n layers 
of m aterial B  along the  grow th direction. As a  result, the unit cell of th e  
superlattice contains m  +  n bulk unit cells and in the case of zinceblende 
sem iconductors, 2(m  +  n) ions. Lattice matched superlattices consist of m a­
terials such as G aA s and  AlAs th a t have the  sam e lattice constants. In such a 
case, the periodicity  of the  superla ttice  in the  direction of grow th is (ra +  n )a , 
a being the  la ttice  constan t of th e  bulk m aterials, and hence the B rillouin 
zone of the  pure c ry sta l (A  or B )  is folded into (m  +  n) mini zones along th e  
growth direction.
The folding of Brillouin zone creates many ex tra  phonon branches an d  
many ex tra  zone-center modes. This folding of Brillouin zone and creation  
of ex tra  zone-center m odes is not a new concept and can be explained w ith  
the help of a tex t book exam ple, as dem onstrated  in Fig. 1.1.
The reduced sym m etry  and super-periodicity  leads to  novel features in 
the electronic[18] an d  phonon[19] spectra  of these structures. Because of th e  
potential device applications, electronic properties were the m ain focus of 
early investigations and  it was not until 1977 th a t a Ram an and infra-red 
study of superlattices[20. 21] was reported  by Merz et a l . t Since then , and  
for good reason, v ib rational properties of semiconductor superlattices have







Figure 1.1: Folding of B rillouin zone. Solid curve labeled LA and dashed 
curve constitu te the phonon dispersion of a  monatomic linear chain w ith  an 
interatom ic spacing of a /2 .  The zone edge is a t 2x /a .  W hen the sam e chain 
is considered as a d ia tom ic chain with a  unit cell of ex ten t a, the  zone is 
folded at rr/a which becom es the  mini-zone edge. The part of th e  branch 
lying outside th e  m ini-zone (dashed p art) is folded back into the m ini-zone 
and becomes th e  LO branch . In the  case of different diatom ic m asses, gaps 
are produced a t the  zone edge.
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been a hot topic of experim ental and theoretical research[19]. T he need to 
understand  the phonon properties of superlattices cannot be overem phasized. 
Electron-phonon interaction is the main mechanism for relaxation  of electrons 
in superlattices and  it is im portan t to understand the  effects o f th e  layered 
stru c tu re  of superlattices on phonons and their in teraction  w ith  electrons, 
holes, excitons, e tc . A num ber of studies[22] suggest th a t  op tical phonons 
are involved in tunneling  processes in m ultiple quan tum  wells.
T he phonon spectrum  of a  semi-conductor A mB n superla ttice  consists of 
6(m + n)  branches. O ut of these. 6(m +  n) — 3 are the optical m odes of the  
superlattice  while th e  rem aining 3 are the  acoustic modes. T he op tical m odes 
can be divided into propagating, confined and interface m odes. P ro p ag a t­
ing modes are m odes tha t propagate throughout the superla ttice  whereas 
confined modes have appreciable am plitude in one m ateria l and  decay ex­
ponentially in th e  o ther. Interface modes have large am p litu d e  a t or near 
the interface and decay rapidly away from the interface on b o th  sides. T he 
propagating and confined modes are derived from the optical and acoustic 
branches of the two bulk m aterials. However, interface m odes lie in th e  band 
gaps of the  two m aterials.
W hether a m ode is confined or propagating is determ ined by the  overlap 
in the  bulk phonon dispersion of the two constituent m ateria ls. T he optical 
branches of GaAs and AlAs do not overlap. This m eans th a t the  optical 
modes of GaAs are not allowed in AlAs and vice versa. In o th e r words, o p ti­
cal phonons of GaAs (AlAs) will be confined to GaAs (AlAs) layers and  will
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decay exponentially  in AlAs (GaAs) layers. Therefore, GaAs-AlAs superlat­
tice  modes which are derived from the optical branches of G aAs and AlAs 
do not propagate th rough  out the  superlattice. O n th e  o ther hand , optical 
m odes derived from  the  bulk acoustic branches are propagating  modes since 
th e  acoustic branches of the  two m aterials overlap significantly. A num ber 
of R am an studies have observed these propagating acoustic and  confined op­
tical modes n ear th e  zone center[20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27. 28, 29, 30, 31]. 
Various theoretical models of varying com plexity have been used to study  
these modes[21, 32. 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. T he propa­
gating  acoustic are explained in term s of the folding of the bulk  Brillouin 
zone whereas th e  confined optical modes can be re la ted  to th e  bulk modes 
of the  constituen t m aterials by assigning some effective wavevector which, 
in analogy w ith  the  wavevectors for a particle in a  box, is proportional to 
th e  inverse thickness of th e  confining layer. Interface modes have also been 
observed in a  num ber of R am an experiments[44, 45. 46] and  are seen to 
arise from the  d iscontinuity  in the electrical and m echanical properties at 
the  interface[36. 45. 46].
U nfortunately, the  superlattices investigated in m ost stud ies have, al­
m ost exclusively, been AlAs-GaAs and GaAs-G ar A li_ r As. C om paratively 
little  or no a tten tio n  has been paid to understanding  th e  vibrational prop­
erties of o ther la ttice  m atched systems such as CdTe-HgTe. Following the 
proposal of CdTe-HgTe superlattice in 1979 as a  new m ateria l for infrared 
optoelectronics[47]. a lot of effort has been made to  understand  the  optical
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and electronic properties of th is structure[48|. However, so far, only two ex­
perim ental R am an studies investigating th e  phonon properties have appeared 
in the  literature. T he  first study[49] reported  the observation of C dTe optical 
phonons in the resonant R am an scattering  studies of CdTe-HgTe superla t­
tices grown along th e  ( 1 1 1 ) direction whereas the  o ther observed m ostly 
HgTe optical phonons along w ith some un-identified peaks in th e  R am an 
sp ec tra  of (001) superlattices[50]. On the  theoretical side, to  the  best of our 
knowledge, no a tte m p t has been m ade to  investigate the  la ttice  dynam ics of 
CdTe-HgTe superlattices. A few studies[51] devoted to the phonon density 
of sta tes of the surfaces and single interfaces of the  C dTe/H gTe system  have 
appeared. However, they are concerned with the phonon density  of sta tes, 
which does not provide any inform ation about individual modes of the sys­
tem  and  therefore can not be com pared directly  w ith the results of Ram an 
scattering  experim ents. Moreover, the system  consisting of a single interface 
between two sem i-infinite slabs is fundam entally different from th e  periodic 
s tru c tu re  of a superlattice  and the phonon spectrum  of the form er does not 
contain m any features which arise purely from the super-periodicity  of th e  
superlattice .
A knowledgeable reader m ight ask th e  questions, "Are not th e  phonon 
dispersion curves of te trahedrally  linked III-V  and II-VI m aterials sim ilar?” 
and therefore “W ith  proper scaling should not the  results for GaAs-AlAs 
superlattices apply to  CdTe-HgTe superlattices as well?” T he answ er to th e  
first question is “Yes” . The phonon dispersion curves of these two classes
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of m aterials are generally q u ite  sim ilar. However, the answ er to th e  second 
question is an em phatic  “N O ” . Phonons are collective excitations of the  en­
tire s truc tu re  and, in general, norm al modes of the  superla ttice  can not be 
determ ined from a specification of the  modes of its constituents.
From the la ttice  dynam ical point of view, CdTe-HgTe su p erla ttice  is dif­
ferent from the  GaAs-AlAs in a t least two im portan t ways. Both G aAs and 
AlAs are sem i-conductors and  have sim ilar phonon properties. In fact, it 
has been shown[2 ] th a t th e  ab initio  phonon force constants calculated for 
GaAs give an accurate  descrip tion  of the phonon dispersion of AlAs. As a 
result of this sim ilarity  in th e  s tru c tu ra l and dynam ical properties of th e  two 
m aterials, the mass approx im ation , in which th e  dynam ical m atrix  of AlAs 
is obtained from th a t of G aA s by changing the  cation m ass only, has been 
quite popular in the stud ies of GaAs-AlAs superla ttices[35. 42. 45]. This 
com pletely rules out th e  p roper m odeling of the  interface between th e  two 
m aterials. Even when different force constants were used[41], the interface 
was modeled in a ra th e r ad hoc fashion by averaging the short range as well 
as the long range force constan ts  a t the interface.
On the  o ther hand, th e  constituen ts of th e  CdTe-HgTe superla ttice  are 
qualitatively very different m ateria ls . CdTe is an ordinary sem i-conductor 
whereas HgTe is a zero gap sem i-m etal. Though both m aterials are partly  
covalent, but because of its sem i-m etallic natu re , the  charge in HgTe is much 
less localized than  in CdTe. Because of this reason, the question o f in ter­
face modeling which has been  trea ted  casually in the case of GaAs-AlAs
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superlattices, becomes an im portan t issue and one w onders if the  sim ple av­
eraging procedure which works for GaAs-AlAs interface will be su itable for 
CdTe-HgTe interface.
An exam ination  of th e  phonon dispersion of the constituen ts  of these two 
systems reveals ano ther im portan t difference. Unlike G aA s and AlAs, the 
optical branches of CdTe and HgTe show considerable overlap. As a result, 
some of th e  optical m odes of CdTe will propagate in HgTe and vice versa.
Propagating m odes derived from the bulk optical m odes, since they do 
not exist in G aAs-AlAs, have not been given much a tten tio n . They have 
been observed in R am an studies of G aA s-G a^rA lxAs[52] since for x  < I 
GaAs and G ai_ r AlxAs have partially  overlapping op tical branches. How­
ever. because of th e  alloy nature of G ai_xAlr As, almost all of the  theoretical 
studies have focused on GaAs-AlAs superlattices and as a  result, theoretical 
understanding of th e  propagating optic modes is lacking.
Because of the overlap in the optical branches of C dT e and HgTe, CdTe- 
HgTe superla ttice  will have all th ree kinds of optical phonons. CdTe-HgTe 
superlattice, therefore, provides us with a la ttice-m atched  system  w ith par­
tially overlapping optical bands without the  com plications of a  disordered 
alloy, which can be stud ied  using conventional lattice dynam ical models. An 
interesting question is w hether these propagating m odes are folded  optical 
modes or they  are com bination of modes having the  sam e frequency but 
different wavevectors in the two materials. Also one would like to know if 
these modes can be related  to the  bulk modes of the constituen t m aterials
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in a sim ple m anner, if a t all. The apparent contradictory  results of th e  two 
R am an stud ies of CdTe-HgTe superlattices m entioned above, have not been 
explained in a  convincing m anner. A lattice dynam ical s tu d y  alone will not 
explain as to  why CdTe modes are seen in one case and  HgTe modes in the 
o ther. B ut it will provide the  necessary ground work for a  com plete study  of 
Ram an ac tiv ity  and m ight provide an explanation for th e  un-identified peaks 
in the R am an  spectra  seen in Ref.[50]. Moreover, the knowledge of phonon 
frequencies and  vectors is a prerequisite for studying in teraction  of phonons 
w ith charge carriers in superlattices.
W ith th is  m otivation we decided to undertake a s tu d y  of the  phonon 
properties of CdTe-HgTe superlattices. For th a t we needed a la ttice  dy­
nam ical m odel which could explain th e  phonon dispersion of bulk CdTe and 
HgTe using only a  few, physically m eaningful param eters. T raditionally, the 
la ttice  dynam ics of these and o th e r II-VI m aterials w ith  zinc-blende crys­
ta l s tru c tu re  has been done using rigid ion or shell models[10, 53, 54, 55]. 
These m odels give good fits to th e  observed phonon dispersion curves at 
th e  cost of a  large num ber of ad justab le  param eters ( 1 0  or m ore), some of 
which have no physical in terp re ta tion . Recently, ab initio  calculations of 
phonon sp ec tra  have appeared[56], b u t they are are not feasible for studying 
large system s such as superlattices. T he adiabatic bond charge m odel, which 
has been applied with great success to  III-V compounds[57] and GaAs-AlAs 
superlattices[32, 41] provides an a ttrac tiv e  choice. This m odel is based on the 
electronic s tru c tu re  of covalent m aterials and contains only six param eters
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all of which have clear physical in terp re ta tion . B ut the re  are indications th a t 
th e  in itia l a ttem p ts  to extend this model to m ore ionic II-VI com pounds were 
not successful[58]. Since then, b e tte r  calculations of valence electron charge 
density[59] have become available, which suggest th a t the  bonding in these 
m ateria ls  is dom inantly  covalent. Since the phonon dispersion curves of II-VI 
and  III-V  m aterials are sim ilar, we felt th a t it is worthwhile to re-exam ine 
th e  application of the adiabatic bond charge m odel to II-VI m aterials in the 
light of these new findings. Instead of lim iting ourselves to  just C dTe and 
HgTe, we considered six II-VI m aterials and showed th a t the ad iabatic bond 
charge m odel provides a good description of phonons, elastic constants and 
specific heat in these m aterials. Consequently, la ttice  dynam ics of bulk II-VI 
m ateria ls  becam e a significant p a rt of this work. C hap ter 2 and C hap ter 3 
a re  concerned with the  lattice dynam ics of bulk m aterials. C hapter 2 covers 
th e  necessary background m aterial on the theory  of la ttice  dynam ics in the 
harm onic approxim ation and theoretical foundations of the adiabatic bond 
charge m odel, while C hapter 3 describes th e  results of our extension of the 
ad iabatic  bond charge model to II-V I com pounds. We study six II-V I m a­
terials and  com pare our results for phonon dispersion, elastic constants and 
specific heat w ith the  results of o ther models and experim ents. C h ap te r 4 
is a discussion of the la ttice  dynam ics of sem i-conductor superlattices. We 
study  CdTe-HgTe superlattices grown along (001) and (111) and com pare 
th e  results for the two cases w ith each o ther and w ith those of GaAs-AlAs 
superla ttices. We also com pare our results w ith th e  R am an scattering results
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and show th a t th e  un-identified peaks arise  due to  superlattice modes. F i­
nally, C hap ter 5 gives some conclusions of th is work and  possible directions 
for fu tu re research.
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C hapter 2 
T heoretical Background
In this chapter I shall briefly discuss the  theory  of lattice dynam ics and 
A diabatic Bond C harge m odel. T he harm onic approxim ation, which was 
briefly touched on in th e  last chapter, is th e  basis all lattice dynam ical th e ­
ories. Section I will, therefore be a  discussion of lattice dynam ics in th e  
harmonic approxim ation. S tarting  from th e  classical equations of m otion of 
th e  crystal, I will give a brief derivation of the eigenvalue problem for la ttice  
dynam ics and discuss how the  sym m etry  of the crystal structure helps to  re­
duce the com plexity of th e  problem . N ext, I shall describe how the transition  
from classical to quan tum  m echanical form ulation is made. The section ends 
with a brief description of how some quan tities of experim ental interest are 
calculated from a knowledge of phonon frequencies.
Section II gives a b ird 's  eye view of th e  various potentials including th e  
Coulomb potential, used in la ttice dynam ics while Section III will be devoted 
to  a discussion of th e  phonon spectra  of sem iconductors including group IV
20
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materials and III-V  an d  II-VI com pounds with zincblende coordination. The 
phonon spectra  of these m aterials have unique features which can not be 
obtained using the  conventional models like th e  Rigid Ion Model and the 
Shell Model w ithout in troducing  m any param eters.
The ad iabatic  Bond Charge model was introduced to overcome the limi­
tations of these m odels and is the  topic of Section IV. I shall start w ith the
theoretical foundations of the  model and proceed to  give th e  equations and 
param eters of the m odel as it was applied to the  s tudy  of Group IV elements 
and III-V com pounds.
2.1 F u n d am en ta ls  o f  L a ttice  D yn am ics
2 . 1 . 1  B a s ic  E q u a tio n s  o f  M o tio n  and  T h e ir  S o lu tion
C rystalline m ateria ls  can be thought of as com posed of an infinite num ber 
of identical unit cells located at la ttice  sites defined by
r(/) = ha.i + I2& 2 +  3^ 3^ , (2 . 1)
where, a i ,  a 2 , a 3  are th ree  non-coplanar vectors called th e  primitive vectors of 
the crystal s tru c tu re  and  I1 J 2 and f3  are any integers. In an ideal crystalline 
structure th e  equilibrium  position of any ion can thus be represented as.
r(/fc) =  r(/) +  r(/e), (2.2)
where, r (/) is the  position vector of the /-th  unit cell relative to an origin 
located at some a tom  and r(« )  is the  position vector of the  K-th atom within 
the unit cell.
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As a result of therm al fluctuations, the  atom s v ib ra te  about the ir m ean 
position and the actual position vector of any ion is
R(/k) =  r(//c) +  u(//c), (2.3)
where u(//c) is the displacem ent vector of the  ion (/, k )  from the equilibrium  
position.
W ith  this notation, we can w rite  the  H am iltonian of a  vibrating crystal
as
H  =  $  “«(*«)■ (2.4)
w Ina
where. m K is the mass of the  ion and $  is th e  po ten tial energy which is 
assum ed to be a function of th e  instan taneous positions of the ions. For 
sm all displacem ents $  can be expanded abou t its equilibrium  value,
$  =  $ 0  +  ]P<I>q(/k )u 0 (/k) +  ^  K a ^ U a H ^ u p il 'K 1) -f ... (2.5)
Ikq “ lKalfKfp
In the  harm onic approxim ation  all cubic and higher order term s are ne­
glected. The coefficients <&a (//c) and  4>ag(lK-, I’k ') are defined by
{ U)  =
d 2$  \
«&0/?(/k ; / V )  =  ^ (/ /c)aU(3(/v)J o ' (2-6)
where the  subscript zero m eans th a t  the derivatives are to  be evaluated with 
all the atoms a t the ir equilibrium  position. Physically, $ Q(hc) is the negative 
of the  force acting in the a  d irection  on the  atom  a t ( I k )  in the equilibrium  
configuration, and therefore, is equal to zero.
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It follows from the  definition of ^ ^ ( I k ; I'k ') th a t
< ^ ( / ac; / V )  =  ^ a (/V :/ic ) . (2.7)
$ o 3 (Ik; I'k') is called th e  atom ic force constan t between the a to m  a t (Ik)  
and th a t at (/'«/) and to  a first approxim ation, is th e  negative o f th e  force 
exerted  in the a  d irection on the  atom  a t (Ik)  when th e  atom  a t (I'k') is 
displaced a unit d istance in the  f3 direction. These atom ic force constan ts 
satisfy a num ber of conditions which follow either from th e  invariance of th e  
po ten tial energy against rigid body translations and rotations o r from  the  
sym m etry  of a particu la r crystal structu re . We will not go into th e  details of 
these relations and  m ention only two conditions which are needed for la te r 
discussion. The first of these.
<S>q0 ( Ik; Ik)  = - Y , $ * 0 (Ik-J'k1), (/«) # ( * '« ')  (2 .S)
I ’ k 1
follows from the invariance of th e  potential energy against rigid body tran s­
lations and actually  forms the  definition of the diagonal elem ents $ Qf3 (lK\ Ik).
The second condition is a  consequence of the periodicity of crystalline m a te ­
rials,
<f>a0 (lK:l'K') =  $ a/J(/-/'A c;0* :'),
^ ( I k -.I'k1) =  $ a/3(0 k ; 1 ' - I k '). (2.9)
W ith  $*(/«:) =  0, the  first order contribution to th e  potential energy is 
zero and  the H am iltonian for th e  harm onic crystal can be w ritten as,
H  -  m Kul ( lK)  + ^  ^ 2  $ o/3 (/k :/cV )uq(//£)u0 ( /V ) .  (2 . 1 0 )
“  Inc* “  lKOtl f K f(3
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T he classical equations of m otion of the la ttice  follow im m ediately:
_
m Kua(lK) =  - - — —— =  -  £  ^ ( / / q / V j u ^ / V ) .  (2 . 1 1 )
uuq(Ik ) i,K,p
These equations are  sim ply an elaboration of the well known H ooke’s law 
which governs the  sm all am plitude extension of a spring and th e  crystal is 
essentially trea ted  as a set of oscillators connected toge ther by m eans of 
springs of spring constants I'k'). These equations form an infinite set
of sim ultaneous linear differential equations. However, th e  periodicity  of the 
crystal and rela tion  (2.9) allow us to choose a plane wave solution and  reduce 
th e  problem  to  solving a set of 3n equations in 3n unknow ns, n being the 
num ber of a tom s in the un it cell. We consider a plane wave of the  form
Uc*(Ik ) =  uQ(/c |q )exp(—iuit +  iq  • x {Ik )) (2.12)
where ua (K|q) is a  com plex am plitude independent of I, and  q  is th e  wavevec-
to r which will be determ ined  by the boundary conditions we im pose. 
S ubstitu ting  Eq. (2.12) into Eq. (2.11) we get
m Ka;2 uQ(«:|q) D0 (j(kk /|q ) u /3(/c/ |q ) . (2.13)
where the  elem ents of the dynamical matrix D (q )  are given by
A ^ K ftr 'Iq )  =  ^ 2  $ aa ( lK \l 'K ')exp[- iq -  (x (/k ) -  x ( /V ) ] .  (2.14)
I1
Equation (2.13) can be recognized as a generalized eigenvalue problem
D (q )u (q )  =  u 2 M u (q ), (2.15)
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where M  is a diagonal m atrix  whose elem ents are th e  atom ic masses. The 
problem  of determ ining the  ionic m otion has thus been reduced to  finding the  
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the  dynam ical m atrix . T he m atrix  D (q ) is a 
H erm itian m atrix  of dim ension 3n x 3n and therefore has 3n real eigenvalues. 
T h a t D (q ) is H erm itian can be shown easily using th e  definition of D (q ) and 
Eq. (2.7). These eigenvalues u ^ (q ) of D (q ) are the squares of th e  allowed 
frequencies for th e  crystal. T he equation
u; = oj j {q) , {j  =  1,2, ...3n) (2.16)
is known as the dispersion relation for the crystal and  has 3n branches. For 
each of the 3n values of uj for a given q , there  is an eigenvector of D . These 
vectors are determ ined by Eq. (2.15) only up to a constant factor which can be 
chosen so th a t the eigenvectors satisfy the o rthonorm ality  and com pleteness 
conditions
£  ™ «< (K |< U > a(K |q /') =  6 jj '
K,Qt
y /m ^r f& u l(K '\q j)u a(K\qj') = 8 a0 8 Kri>. (2.17)
j
Of the 3n solutions u;j(q) for each value of q, th ree  go to zero as q  goes 
to  zero. These are called the acoustic modes , which for q  =  0 correspond to 
translations of the  crystal. The rem aining 3n — 3 m odes have non-vanishing 
frequencies a t q  =  0  and are called the optic inodes since the ionic crystals 
have a non-vanishing dipole m om ent associated with these  modes, which can 
in teract with electrom agnetic radiation.
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T he calculation of th e  ionic m otion thus involves se tting  up the  dynam ­
ical m a trix  using some kind of m odel potential between the  ions and  then 
diagonalizing it to find the  frequencies and vectors for various values of the 
vvavevector. This recipe for the la ttice  dynam ical problem , however, needs 
one final ingredient, th e  specification of the  allowed values of the wavevec- 
to r q . As m entioned before, q  is determ ined by the choice of the boundary 
conditions imposed on the  displacem ent vectors u(//c). The most popular 
boundary  conditions in solid s ta te  physics are the  so-called periodic bound­
ary conditions  which m ap the infinitely large crystal on to a  finite physical 
crystal by subdividing th e  former into m acrocrystals each of which is a par­
allelepiped defined by th e  vectors A \a i, iV2 a 2, iV3 a 3, where a t , a 2 , a 3 are the 
p rim itive translation  vectors and iV). N 2. Ar3 are large integers. Each m acro­
crystal contains N  =  A'iiV2 iV3 p rim itive unit cells and can be considered as 
th e  physical crystal being studied. T he periodic boundary condition postu ­
lates th a t the  atom ic displacem ents be periodic with the  periodicity of the 
m acrocrvstals. th a t is,
u (/ +  Ni k )  =  u (//c). (2-18)
W hen applied to Eq. (2.12). this condition leads to
exp(fqiV 1a I) =  1 , (2.19)
which specifies the allowed wavevector values. The num ber of wavevectors 
which satisfy the  above equation is infinite. However, the periodicity of the 
crystal allows us to restric t our calculation to q  values lying in a small region
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of the  reciprocal lattice, known as th e  first Brillouin zone. The reciprocal 
la ttice  of a crystal s tru c tu re  is a com plete set of wavevectors
t =  n ib i  +  n 2 b 2 -I- n 3 b 3, (2 .2 0 )
where n i .n 2 ,n 3  are integers and b i , b 2 , b 3 are th e  prim itive vectors of the 
reciprocal lattice and are defined by
a; - b j =  2 ir8 ij. (2 .2 1 )
T he  first Brillouin zone is the primitive  or th e  unit cell of the reciprocal 
la ttice  which contains all th e  point group sym m etry  of the underlying crystal 
s tru c tu re  and is defined by planes bisecting th e  shortest reciprocal la ttice  
vectors extending from the  origin in all possible directions. It contains N  — 
N 1 N 2 N 3  values of q  and has a volume of b i • (b 2 x b 3).
It follows from the definitions of th e  reciprocal la ttice and the dynam ical 
m atrix  th a t the la tte r and thus. Wj(q) and u (q ) are periodic functions of q  
w ith  the  periodicity of the reciprocal la ttice .
^ ( q - f - r )  =  Wj(q ),
u (« |q  +  t ) =  u (« |q ) . (2 .2 2 )
Therefore, we ob ta in  all d istinct solutions if we restric t q  to lie in th e  first 
Brillouin zone since any point which lies outside th e  first Brillouin zone can 
be m apped to an equivalent point inside the zone.
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2 .1 .2  T ran sition  to  Q u a n tu m  M echanics
T he above trea tm en t of th e  crystal vibrations is com pletely classical. 
However, a  rigorous quan tum  m echanical trea tm ent leads to  essentially th e  
sam e equations, m ainly  because we are dealing with wave m otion  and sim ple 
harm onic oscillators. One therefore, does not worry about th e  quan tum  m e­
chanical aspects of th e  problem  for the calculation of v ibrational frequencies 
and  vectors. However, for m ost calculations involving the in teraction  of la t­
tice  vibrations w ith light, neu trons or w ith electrons, one needs to  solve th e  
transition  m atrix  elem ents. T herefore a recipe is needed to m ake a transition  
to  the quantum  m echanical form ulation. Though no such calculations were 
perform ed in this thesis, this section is included for the  sake of com pleteness 
and  for the  ease of exp lanation  in la tte r  discussions.
T he initial step  in the q uan tiza tion  of lattice waves is to  uncouple th e  
coupled lattice oscillators of th e  classical theory and then express the H am il­
ton ian  for the v ibrating  la ttice  as a  sum  of terms for the  separa te  oscillators. 
This is achieved by expanding atom ic displacem ents in term s o f the eigen­
vectors of the dynam ical m atrix .
ua(ln) =  -7 = =  5 3  c « (« |j ')^ (K |i)exp(*q • x (/)). (2.23)
V i \  m K ~
The Q{c\j) are referred to  as normal coordinates. It tu rn s ou t tha t th e  
crystal H am iltonian can be w ritten  in term s of Q{qj )  and Q *(qJ) as
H = - , H  r ( q j ) P ' ( q j )  +  ^ ( q ) Q ( q j ) Q '( q j ) ,  (2.24)
“  j q
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where P { q j )  is identified, from the  Lagrangian, L = T  — $ , to be the conju­
gate m om entum  of Q { q j ),
jP(q j )  =  T T T ^ ) -  (2-25)
oQ*
The transition  to  quantum  mechanics is m ade by trea ting  the Q{qj )  and 
P ( q j ) as quan tum  mechanical operators and  im posing the com m utation re­
lations
[Q’(qV). ^(q/)] = <*(q' -  q -  ra).
s
[Q(q' j)-P*{<v')[  = q ' - q - ^ ) -  (2-26)5
All com m utators involving o ther com binations of the  Q~s and P ’s vanish.
T he creation and annihilation operators. aqj \  aqj for these sim ple har­
monic oscillators are introduced by using,
Q(<ti)  =  (^/2u.’j ( q ) ) 1/2[a L q j +  Gqj]
P{ q j )  =  i (h/2uj j (q)) lf2 [nlqj — ctqj] (2.27)
The com m utation  relations for a^j,  aqj  follow from Eq. (2.26).
[aqj, ctq»j/] = 6(q -  q[)6jj.. (2.2S)
In te rm s of these operators th e  Ham iltonian can be w ritten as
H = 5Z H<v = Y .  fiwi(q)[ai;acu + (2‘29)
<H qj
The H am iltonian (2.29) can be im m ediately recognized as the  sum of
3 n N  independent quantum  harm onic oscillators, one for each wavevector q
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and polarization  j  w ith n and  N  being th e  num ber of atoms in the un it cell 
and th e  num ber of unit cells in the crysta l, respectively. These oscillators 
have frequencies u;j(q), which are th e  frequencies of the classical norm al 
m odes. T he energies of these oscillators are quantized in units of huij(q) 
which is called a phonon. T here  are 3 n N  different types of phonons and  the  
num ber of phonons of each type  is given by the eigenvalue nqj of the num ber 
o pera to r and depends on the tem p era tu re  according to Bose-Eientien
d istribu tion . The to tal vibrational energy of the  crystal is th e  sum  of th e  
energies of all the  phonons
E = H  tnqj + (2.30)
<v
In th e  quan tum  mechanical form ulation, therefore, the vibrational s ta te  
of the  crystal is specified by the  num ber of phonons of each type.
2 .1 .3  C a lcu la tio n  o f  P h y s ic a l Q u a n tit ie s
A num ber of quantities of physical in terest, specially elastic, therm al and  
optical, depend on the  phonon frequencies and vectors. Therefore, calcu la­
tion of these 4 uau;ities provides a check on the validity of lattice dynam ical 
models. Some of these quantities. like th e  elastic constants and the specific 
heat depend  on the phonon frequencies only. The elastic constants provide 
inform ation about long wavelength acoustic frequencies whereas the specific 
heat depends on frequencies throughout th e  Brillouin zone. These quan tities  
do not provide any check on th e  correctness of eigenvectors and a good p re­
diction of these quantities is not necessarily a guarantee of the  correctness
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of the m odel. More severe checks are provided by optical quantities such as 
those related to infrared absorp tion  and Ram an scattering since they depend 
on phonon frequencies as well as on vectors. In the  harm onic approxim ation, 
one can only predict th e  positions of R am an and infrared absorption peaks 
and  oscillator streng ths. A detailed  analysis of these quantities, however, 
requires the in troduction  of anharm onic term s in the potential energy and 
is beyond th e  scope of th is thesis. This section will, therefore, contain  an 
outline of the  calculation of th e  elastic constants and specific heat only.
In the  long wavelength lim it the  acoustic modes correspond to  sound 
waves in the crystal whose frequencies are determ ined by the  macroscopic 
elastic constants. These elastic constants can be related to the  atom ic force 
constants by studying th e  equations of m otion (2.13) in the  lim it as q  —*• 0 
and  com paring them  w ith  th e  corresponding equations from the theory  of 
elasticity. This analysis, called the  method o f  long waves, and  the resulting 
relations are ra ther com plicated  and can be found elsewhere[60]. An a lte r­
native way of calculating the  elastic constants is to calculate them  from  the 
slopes of the acoustic branches near q  =  0. By considering th e  strain  energy 
due to the  long w avelength acoustic modes in a sm all volume d V  and solving 
th e  Newton equation of m otion for the mass of the  volume elem ent, it is 
found[61]
puj2 m  =  £ ( £  Cijkiqjqk) u t, (2.31)
i jk
where p is the  density, Cijki is th e  elastic constant tensor, q  is the  wavevector 
and u is the displacem ent vector.
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For cubic crystals, only 3 of the SI com ponents of the  elastic constan t 
tensor are independen t[62]. They are.
C i  i =  C r x x x  =  Cyyyy  =  ^ z z z z  •
C l 2 — Cr i yy —  C y y z z  ~  ^ z z x x  *
C-l -1----- -- Cj-yj-y ---  C y -y r  =  ^ZXZX  '  ( 2 .2 2 )
Bv considering acoustic waves propagating in high sym m etry  directions
it is possible to  sim plify equation (2.31) and re la te  these constants to the 
slopes of acoustic branches. For the cubic crystal s tru c tu re , one gets[63]
p j f  =  c ,i£2. q = [ £ ,0 .0 ] ,  
p j f  =  c44£2. q  =  [ f , 0 . 0 ],
p u f  = (c„  +  c1 2 + 2 c 44)£2, q  =  [£.£.0]. (2.33)
w here uj[ and u;( are the  frequencies of longitudinal and transverse acoustic 
phonons w ith q  in th e  given direction.
For therm odynam ic and optical quantities, which depend on the  d istri­
bution  of frequencies throughout the first Brillouin zone, it is convenient 
to  define the density o f  states g{uj). which is defined to be the fraction of 
frequencies in th e  range (u;.*; +  (L;) and is given by
9{u}) =  j b p  5 L  ^  ~ d3q■ (2-:34)
A num ber of m ethods have been devised to  calcu la te  integrals like the 
one in th e  above equation[64]. The sim plest m ethod, which is the  one we
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used, is called the  root sampling method  in which the integral is evaluated 
by performing a  sum over a  large num ber of uniformly d istributed q values 
in the irreducible Brillouin zone.
The therm odynam ic properties are calculated by writing the partition  
function of the v ibrating  crystal in th e  harmonic approxim ation and  are 
expressed as integrals over u?[60]. T he specific heat for the II-VI m ateria ls 
was calculated using th e  following equation.
where u,% is the highest frequency in th e  spectrum .
2.2 In tera tom ic  Forces and P o ten tia ls
From the previous sections, it is seen th a t the determ ination of th e  nor­
mal modes of a  crystal requires a t th e  outset a knowledge of the  equilib­
rium  atomic positions, i.e., the crystal structure, the atom ic m asses and 
the  interatom ic force constan ts  $ a^(/Ac; I'k '). While the first two quan tities  
are easily available, th e  force constants are not. In ab initio calculations 
the  Fourier transform ed force constants are determ ined by calculating the 
electron-density response to  the la ttice distortion associated with a  norm al 
mode[2, 56]. These ab-initio  calculations employ some kind of pseudo po­
ten tia l between the  ions and  electrons. In phenomenological models, on the  
o th e r hand, these force constan ts  are trea ted  as disposable param eters which 
are adjusted to get agreem ent with the  neutron scattering da ta  and  o ther
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quantities such as the elastic constan ts. T he first true  lattice dynam ical 
m odel, B om -von  Karman  m odel, tre a te d  I'k1) as completely dispos­
able param eters, restricted only by th e  requirem ents of crystal sym m etry [6 ]. 
However, m ore realistic and elaborate  phenom enological models assum e some 
kind of em pirical potentials between th e  ions and electrons. These potentials 
usually contain some free param eters w hich en ter in th e  expressions for the 
force constan ts and it is these param eters  which are varied to get agreem ent 
w ith the  experim ental results. The basic physics of the  phenomenological 
models, therefore, lies in the choice of su itab le  potentials between th e  ions 
and  electrons.
The forces or potentials between a tom s are all u ltim ately  electrosta tic  
in na tu re  and arise from th e  central Coulom b forces between nuclei and 
electrons. However, in phenom enological models th e  forces are divided into 
short range and long range forces. W hile the  la tte r  is ju s t the screened or 
unscreened Coulomb interaction, the  form er are various model forces which 
represent the  quantum  mechanical effects arising from P au li’s exclusion prin­
ciple, overlap of electronic d istribu tions around individual nuclei or polariza­
tion of atom s. Except for van der W aal in teraction , which arises because of 
th e  induced dipole mom ents in neu tra l a tom s, all o ther short range in terac­
tions are repulsive since they represent th e  overlap effects.
In th e  following I shall give a brief overview of some of the com m on 
poten tials used in lattice dynam ics. I shall s ta r t w ith th e  long range Coulomb 
in teraction since the calculation of th e  Coulom b force constants involves a
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significant effort and also because it is included in most la ttice  dynam ical 
m odels with the exception of m odels for inert gases, which, because o f th e  
closed-shell electron configuration, have neu tra l atoms.
2 .2 .1  C oulom b In te r a c tio n
T he Coulomb interaction betw een two charges follows the simple r ~ l law. 
However, the evaluation of th e  C oulom b force constants and the  Coulom b en ­
ergy of the lattice, called the  M adelung energy, is far from simple. T he p ro b ­
lem  arises because of the  long range of Coulom b interaction. The d irec t ex ­
pressions for these quantities con tain  sum s of th e  form Ylw  l/ |x (//c )  —x ( / 'k ') | ,  
which converge only conditionally, and th a t too very slowly. T herefore 
these quantities are calculated by using a  special m ethod called the E w ald 's 
m ethod . The derivation of the  E w ald’s form ulas for the force constants and  
th e  Madelung energy, though not com plicated , is quite lengthy and can  be 
found in many standard  texts[60]. However, th e  basic idea is quite sim ple. 
Essentially, the Coulomb energy betw een two ions is written as
1 erfc(P r ) +  e rf(P r ) M oe(
-  =  ---------------------------- . 2.36
r  r
where P  is an adjustable param eter.
Thus the la ttice sum  over th e  ion positions is broken into two sum s. 
T he  sum  involving erfc(f*r) converges quickly since the com plem entary e rro r 
function is a rapidly decaying function of r . T he error function, on the o th e r  
hand, increases slowly with increasing r. However, the Fourier transform  of
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an erro r function is a  G aussian. Therefore, th e  second sum is evaluated in th e  
reciprocal space. T he final Ewald expression for the  Coulomb force constan t 
betw een ions w ith charges eK and  eK' a t x (/k )  and x(/'ac') respectively, is
4 7T eK eK> j  qa qp qa q@
I o • o
+ q)<? (  \ t  +
r* 0  ir  +  q l2 e x p V
, v -  ( r  +  q ) a (r  /3
+  Y  — — exP
q\
\t   q |2'
-  eKeK. P 3 ' 2 £  ^ ( A / P W / z c j / V J O e - '^ / K j / V ) ,  (2.37)
where
x (/k : I'k ') = x (Ik ) — x ( /V ) , (2.3S)
H qi3 ( x )  =  | 3 r / \—r  ertc(x) + - L ( ± + *
y / x  \ x ‘
2 )  exp(—x 2)
-  S.Oc0 At erfc(x) +  exp (—x 2)XJ y/TT x l
(2.39)
T he first te rm  on the  right hand side of Eq. (2.37) is a non-analytic 
function in the  lim it q  —► 0. Its lim iting value depends on the direction along 
which th e  point q  =  0 is approached. This te rm  gives rise to an electric field 
called th e  macroscopic electric field th a t depends on the polarization P of 
th e  m edium .
w here P is defined by
£  =  - 4 * 3 ( 3 ^ ) ,  
q q
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T hus the  macroscopic field associated with th e  transverse optical phonons 
vanishes whereas the  longitudinal optical phonons have a non-zero macro­
scopic field. This leads to  a  sp litting  of optical frequencies a t q  =  0 in ionic 
or partia lly  ionic crystals. As will be seen la te r, the  angular dependence of 
th e  m acroscopic field coupled w ith the  existence of a preferred direction in 
superlattices gives rise to an anisotropy in op tical phonons.
The Coulom b energy per unit cell of the  crystal is also calculated using 
th e  Ew ald 's m ethod. It is generally expressed in term s of the Madelung 
constant q m  as
E c (r) = - y  Y  --------^ (2. 42)
where r  is the nearest neighbor separation and  eK =  (ce)^* is the charge on 
th e  ion n w ith re  being the  sm allest charge in the  un it cell.
The M adelung constant is thus, a unitless num ber th a t depends on the 
crystal s tru c tu re  and the calculation of the M adelung energy boils down to 
th e  calculation of the  M adelung constant. T he  Ewald expression for a lVf is
Q =  L _  e x p ( - r 2 r 3 / 4 £ 2)
M 2c£ 2 ^  ^  ( r 2 r 2 / 4 £ 2)
-  f £  £  U « ' ^ ( W « /) - x ( K ) | / r )  +  - ^  2 ^ 2 . 4 3 )“ K I’k ' ( ^O k ) V 7r K
where £  is a convergence param eter and c is defined as c =  ua/ r 3, va being 
th e  unit cell volume.
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2 .2 .2  Short R an ge P o te n t ia ls
T he success or validity of a phenom enological m odel, which is reflected in 
th e  sm all number of free param eters, is determ ined largely by how accurately  
th e  phenomenological potentials represent the  underlying quan tum  m echan­
ical phenom ena. As noted above, th e  short range potentials represent th e  
m any body quantum  m echanical effects arising from Pauli’s exclusion p r in ­
ciple and  overlap of electronic charge d istributions. W hile the a ttrac tiv e  van 
der W aals interaction can be derived  easily from quantum  m echanics[65], 
calculating the repulsive in teraction  form first principles is generally q u ite  
difficult. In practice, a  functional form of the  repulsive interaction is used 
w ith m odel param eters. One typ ically  used function is B r~ n. where r  is th e  
in teratom ic distance. A com bination of the  r - 1 2  repulsion and van der W aal 
a ttrac tio n , r -6, is known as th e  Lennard-Jones  poten tial and is used in th e  
la ttice  dynamics of solid inert gases.
A nother commonly used function for the repulsive interaction is the B o m -  
M ayer  potential Be x p ( —r / p ), where th e  param eters B  and p are determ ined  
em pirically. The Born-M ayer po ten tia l is usually used for ionic crystals like 
alkali halides with in the  fram e work of Rigid Ion or Shell models.
W hile for the solid inert gases and  ionic crystals well established in te r­
atom ic force laws exist, no corresponding expression is known for covalent 
crystals such as diam ond or silicon. This is m ainly because of the  peculiar 
electronic structure of these m a teria ls  in which the  electron charge density
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is not localized around th e  cores o f atom s. Because of th is  the m otions of 
atom s in these system s are accom panied by a  significant change in th e  sur­
rounding electron charge d istribu tion , thus necessitating a  realistic m odeling 
of the  electronic degrees of freedom in the  la ttice  dynam ical models for these 
m aterials. T he  phonon spectra  of covalent and partly  covalent m ateria ls will 
be discussed in detail in th e  next section. Here, we will m ention one model 
po tential which is com m only used for covalent m aterials and  also for molec­
u lar m aterials like hydrocarbons. T his in teraction varies w ith  the change in 
the  bond angle, o(Q) oc {6 — 60)2, and  is therefore known as the  bond-bending 
or the  Keating potential after P. N. K eating who introduced it to avoid the 
unrealistic non-central force constan ts needed between the nearest neighbors 
for the  s tab ility  of diam ond s tru c tu re  against shear[6 6 ].
2.3 P h on on s in  C ovalent M ateria ls
T he m ateria ls we are concerned w ith  in this thesis, nam ely the II-V I and 
III-V  com pounds, crystallize in zinceblende strucu tre . which can be consid­
ered as two in terpenetra ting  FCC la ttices. The un it cell consists of two ions 
and each ion has four nearest neighbors. The diam ond structu re , which is the 
crystal s tru c tu re  of group IV m ateria ls, is a lim iting case of the zincblende 
s tru c tu re  w ith identical atom s in th e  un it cell. T he crystals of the diam ond 
s tru c tu re  m ay be divided into two classes. T he first class, which contains 
essentially diam ond itself, shows a  weak crystal polarizabitlity  (e^  =  5.7) 
and high values of elastic constants, while the crystals of the  second class
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(Si, Ge, a-Sn) exhib it high values of (12, 16, and 24, respectively) and 
low values of transverse elastic constan t C44. In addition, th ey  have a ra th e r 
flat TA branch. These la tte r  characteristics are also observed in II-V I and 
III-V  com pounds of zincblende s truc tu re . In fact, except for th e  effects of 
heteropolarity, th e  phonon dispersion curves of group IV and II-V I and  III-V  
sem iconductors are quite sim ilar. Consequently, diam ond is trea ted  sepa­
rate ly  from these m aterials.
T he lattice dynam ical theories of sem i-conductors s ta r t w ith Born 's 
model[67] with nearest-neighbor central and non-central force constants. 
W hen the  neutron scattering  d a ta  on phonons in Ge[6 8 ] becam e available, 
th e  m odel was seen to give erroneous results as severe deviations were found 
a t short wavelengths. In particu lar, th e  flat TA branches could not be re­
produced. Later, it was shown[69] th a t, in order to ob ta in  a  satisfactory  
description of th e  dispersion curves of Ge, a t least fifteen B orn-von-K arm an 
force constants (up  to the fifth-nearest neighbor) have to be in troduced .
Cochran suggested tha t th is long range behavior of the effective ion-ion 
forces results from  the  short-range electron-ion and electron-electron in terac­
tion and presented a five-param eter shell model w ith nearest neighbor forces 
for phonons in Ge. He obtained  good agreem ent w ith the experim en tal d a ta  
except in the (£, £ ,0 ) direction. However, his model could not be generalized 
to zincblende crystals w ithout introducing many new param eters, although 
the  phonon dispersion curves are qu ite  similar[70]. A nother draw back of 
the  model is th e  use of two body non-central forces. A derivation of these
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forces from a cry sta l potential, e.g., a sum  of tw o-body po ten tia ls , would 
require th a t they  are  zero or com pensated by higher-neighbor non-central 
forces when th e  condition of stab le equilibrium  is fulfilled.
To avoid these unphysical forces, K eating in troduced a  two param eter 
model based on bond bending and bond stretching potentials, which vary w ith 
the bond angle and  bond length respectively. This m odel has been widely 
used to  study  elastic  and  static  properties of covalent sem i-conductors. A 
six param eter m odel using K eating’s potentials[71] gives good results for 
phonons in group IV elem ents. However, an extension to III-V  or II-VI 
com pounds needs a t least eleven parameters[72].
K une’s 15-param eter deform able dipole model[13] and  its reduced version. 
1 1 -param eter rigid ion model, have been successfully used to  study  various 
II-VI and  III-V com pounds[10]. However, w ith so m any param eters, some of 
which w ith  doubtfu l physical in terpreta tion , there is a good reason to  wonder 
if these models are  little  more than  just in terpolating devices for th e  analysis 
of experim ental d a ta . Moreover, it is difficult to ju s tify  the  application  of 
these models to covalent and partly  covalent m aterials on physical grounds. 
There is am ple experimental[73] and theoretical[59] evidence th a t th e  elec­
tronic charge density  in these m aterials is located betw een th e  ions and not 
around them . A b e tte r  description of th e  electronic charge accum ulation 
between the ions is given in term s of the bond charge m odel for covalent 
crystals, which will be  discussed next.
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2.4 T h e A d ia b a tic  B ond  C harge M o d el
In his a posteriori  theory for the structured energy of covalent crystals 
Phillips in troduced th e  idea of bond charge[74] which he used to  represent the 
effects of th e  off-diagonal elem ents of the inverse dielectric function e~l (ci? q '). 
The dielectric function represents the effects of electronic screening in solids 
and an ex ternal field or the  bare ion-ion interaction is reduced by e. In m etals, 
where th e  screening is com plete, and electrons can be considered as alm ost 
free (nearly free electron picture) it has been shown th a t all th e  off-diagonal 
elements of e- 1  are qu ite  small com pared to th e  diagonal elem ents[7 5 ] and it 
is a good approxim ation  to neglect all off-diagonal elem ents. On the  o ther 
hand, in insulators or sem iconductors the condition th a t th e  acoustic fre­
quencies should vanish as q —► 0  leads to w hat is known as th e  acoustic sum  
rule from which it follows th a t in any insulator the d ielectric  function and 
its inverse are never diagonal matrices[76]. However, the  dielectric constants 
of Si and Ge are 1 2  and 24 respectively, which are m uch g reater th an  1 , 
suggesting th a t th e  binding in these m aterials has significant m etallic behav­
ior, This is also corroborated  by an exam ination of th e  band  s tru c tu re  of 
these materials[77] since they are quite NFE (nearly free electron) like w ith 
band gaps appearing as perturbations. Therefore, th e  bare ion-ion forces 
are expected to be screened in a  NFE-like m anner, i.e., by th e  diagonal 
com ponents of the  dielectric function. However, since th e  screening is not 
complete, there rem ains a residual Coulomb potential 4/(coor) a t each ion.
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To achieve com plete screening and to  account for th e  contribution of th e  
non-zero off-diagonal elem ents of e~l (q , q ') , Phillips introduced charges of 
m agnitude —2 / i e ^ r )  a t the bond sites, which he term ed  as the bond charges
(B C ’s)[74].
M artin  showed th a t the diagonal or m etal-like screening leads to  short- 
range two-body forces between nearest neighbor ions only whereas the  in­
teractions involving th e  BC’s yield effective non-central forces betw een the  
ions thus providing stab ility  against shear. The bond charge in teractions 
therefore represent th e  covalent character of the bonding.
Based on these observations, M artin  proposed a  sim ple Bond Charge 
model[76] in which th e  bond charges were always fixed midway betw een the  
instan taneous positions of the ions. The model had only two param eters, the  
central force constant between th e  nearest neighbors and  the m agnitude of 
th e  bond charge, and provided fair agreem ent w ith the experim ental d a ta  for 
Si. However, the flattening of th e  TA branches could not be obtained.
W eber allowed th e  BC’s to  follow th e  ionic m otion adiabatically  and pre­
sented a  four param eter ad iabatic  Bond Charge model[7S]. He obtained 
excellent agreem ent w ith the neutron scattering  d a ta  for group IV sem i­
conductors. Later. Rustagi and W eber extended the sam e m odel to  III-V 
com pounds by introducing two more param eters and by placing th e  bond 
charge closer to the anion[57]. Again excellent agreem ent was ob ta ined  with 
th e  experim ental d a ta  with only six param eters, all of which have clear cut 
physical meaning. Except for a few m inor differences, the  two m odels are
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very similar. In the  following. I shall give a general trea tm en t of the ad ia ­
batic Bond Charge model which is applicable to both  the  group IV elem ents 
and  III-V compounds.
In the adiabatic bond charge m odel the  unit cell consists of two ions and  
four bond charges th a t are placed along th e  bonds between the  ions (Fig. 2.1). 
In homopolar covalent crystals  th e  bond charges are placed midway betw een 
th e  neighboring atom s w hile in III-V  com pounds the BC divides the  bond 
length in the ratio of 5:3. T h is is consistent w ith nonlocal pseudopotential 
calculations for the  valence electron  charge density[59] th a t indicate th a t 
th e  charge density m axim um  in III-V  com pounds shifts toward the  group V 
elem ent. A param eter p w hich m easures the polarity  of the  bond is defined 
in term s of the ratio  in which th e  BC position divides the bond length. If t 
is the bond length and rq =  ( 1  +  p) t / 2  and r j =  ( 1  — p ) t / ‘2 are the two ion- 
BC distances then p =  0 ( r i / r 2 =  1 ) for hom opolar m aterials and p =  0.25 
( r i / r 2 =  5/3) for III-V com pounds. As in M artin ’s sim ple bond charge m odel 
the  cation and the anion in te rac t w ith one ano ther via a  central po ten tial 
Oa(t). To stabilize the B C ’s a t the ir sites, W eber and Rustagi introduced 
short range central potentials betw een ions and B C ’s, d>i(ri), and ©2 (^2 ). T he  
bond charges centered on a  com m on ion in teract via a th ree body K eating 
potential[6 6 ],
VS, =  B ' ( X ;  X °  +  a l f l % a \  , (2.44)
where X °  is the distance vector between ion a (a  =  1 , 2 for cation and anion, 
respectively) and BC i, B c is th e  force constant and a \  is the equilibrium




( - 1 . 1 . - 1 )
(-1.-1.I)
Figure 2 . 1 : Schem atic of th e  Bond C harge model. Ion coordinates are  in 
units of a 0 /4 ,  where aQ is the  la ttice  constant.
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value of |A 'f • ,YJ|. The bond charges centered on a particular ion also in teract 
d irectly  w ith one another through a  cen tra l potential, t t v ( r ^ ) ,  w here is 
th e  d istance between the bond charges centered on the cation (cr =  1 ) or 
th e  anion (a — 2). In homopolar crystals, since the two ions in the  un it cell 
are identical, <Pi(rx) =  <p?(r2) and =  V ^ ~ 2\  In addition, th e  ions
and th e  B C ’s interact via the Coulom b interaction characterized by a  single 
p aram eter Z 2/ t  where — Ze  is the  charge of a BC, and e is the  d ielectric 
constan t. Each of the ions is presum ed to  have a charge +2Ze  so th a t  the 
net charge in the unit cell is zero.
To reduce the num ber of param eters it is assumed[57] th a t =  xb2 =  0, 
ip" = —ip% =  (B2 — B i ) /8  and (1 +  p)d>\ +  (1 — p)(p2 =  0. If we use these 
constrain ts on the total lattice energy per unit cell
$  =  4[d>,-,-(0 +  <pi(ri) +  o-2(r2)] -  a KI-~ZJ  - —  +  6[lq,|, + V& + i/’t (r^1) +  )]
(2.45)
along w ith  the equilibrium conditions. d $ / 3 t  =  0  and d $ / d p  = 0 , we find
Z 2 e2
0 ,t -
o[ _  0 d a M 1 — p Z 2 e2 
r i dp  1 +  p e t3 ’
^  =  -2 ± 2 .1 ± pE c1.  ( 9 .46 )
r 2 dp 1 — p e t3
T he M adelung constant a M of the m odel is defined by writing the C oulom b 
energy per unit cell as —a M(2Z e )2/ t t .  T he  values of a Af, dctM/dp  a re  calcu­
lated  using the equations given in section (2.2). With <j>[, <p2, ip[, ip'21
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and ib2 given as above, th e  six free param eters (four for hom opolar crystals) 
of the model are d>", <j>2 , B \ ,  B 2 and Z 2/e,  which are ad ju sted  to  fit the 
neutron scattering  d a ta  and  the m easured elastic constan ts. T he phonon 
eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors are found by diagonalizing th e  dynam ical 
m atrix  constructed  from  th e  Fourier transform ed BCM equations of m otion
M w 2u =  [R  +  4 ^ ^ - C r ]u +  [T — 2^—~ —C t ]v ,
0  =  [T + -  2 ^ ^ C + ] u  +  [S +  ^ ^ C s]v. (2.47)
Here M  is the m ass m a trix  for th e  ions and u  and v  are th e  vectors formed 
by the displacem ents of th e  ions and  the BC’s, respectively. T he m atrices 
R , T , and S are the  dynam ical m atrices for the short range ion-ion, ion-BC' 
and BC-BC in teractions and  C R, C T and C 5 are th e  corresponding Coulom b 
matrices which are evaluated  by E w ald’s method as explained earlier. T he 
matrices R , T , and S are  constructed  from the force constan t (FC ) m atrices 
between appropria te  particles. We give below, using the  n o ta tion  of Fig. 2.1, 
some of the  FC constan t m atrices between the particles. T he rem aining 
FC m atrices can be ob ta ined  from these by applying app rop ria te  sym m etry  
operations of the zincblende s truc tu re . The diagonal elem ents $ a^(/«:;//v) 
are obtained by using th e  condition of translational invariance Eq. (2.8).
Q2 (JjSR \
* $ ( / . l : / . 3 ) s  ,
d u a(l. I ) d u g { i 3 )  J Q
Cb S R ( i  -W & \  =  d 2<&5ft \
a* ( d u a{ U ) d u 0( l , 6 ) J o
Qi 01 01 \
01 01
01 01 Qi )
P l »1 Si \
1^ Mi Si
Si Si Ai /
(2.48)
(2.49)
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2; /, 3) and  (/. 1 ; /, 2) have the  sam e form  as (/, 1 ; /, 3) w ith cq, 
fti in Eq. (2.48) replaced by a 2, 02 and a ' ,  0'  respectively. 3; 1% 6 ) is
associated w ith  z/2, /22, 82, and A2 where (/, 3; f'6 ) labels the  B C ’s surrounding 
ion 2 .
T he constan ts introduced above can be re la ted  to  the  BCM param eters 
by sim ple differentiations. It is found
_ /    ^ 3 JI i “  $ i —i ,31 ^ ± n  ^ $ i —i /.-) c n \
“  -  3 C>— +  3 ~ '  ~  3 ~ '  ( -M)
„  -  V ' x 2 ^  x  S l  -  *.*»
”  3 ® '+  3 n  T ’ A  _  3 ^ ' ~  3 n  ’ (2-51)
B,  !/-" £ ,
HX _  i/t =  —  +  — , 8\ =  —Ai =  — , (2.52)
and  sim ilar equations for param eters associated w ith  ion 2 .
T he ad iabatic  bond charge model, as described above, has been suc­
cessfully applied to study phonons not only in bulk group IV and  III-V 
m ateria ls  bu t also to more com plicated system s such as sem i-conducting 
superlattices[32. 41], optical properties of Alr G a j_ xAs[79], open sem icon­
ducto r surfaces[80] and even sp2-bonded m ateria ls  like graphite[81] and 
fullerenes[S2]. In th e  next chapter we show th a t w ith a slight m odification, 
the  6 -p aram eter ad iabatic Bond Charge m odel provides a good description 
of the  phonons and  o ther lattice dynam ical quan tities  such as th e  elastic con­
s tan ts  and  th e  specific heat in II-VI m aterials. To check w hether our best 
fit param eters for II-VI compounds represent a  po in t of stab le equilibrium .
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we derived th e  following relations using th e  conditions of stable equilibrium , 
d 2$ / d t 2 >  0  and d 2$ / d p 2 > 0 .
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Chapter 3 
The A diabatic B ond Charge 
M odel and II-V I M aterials
In this chap ter I shall present th e  results of th e  application of th e  ad ia­
batic bond charge model to six II-VI sem i-conductors and sem i-m etals. T he 
phonon spectra  of these m ateria ls are quite  sim ilar to those of III-V com ­
pounds. However, no a tte m p t to ex tend  the  BCM to these com pounds has 
appeared in the  litera tu re . T his m ay be partly  because of the highly ionic na­
ture of these m aterials which suggests th a t a shell model description would 
be more appropria te  and  p artly  due to the comments[72] indicating th a t 
early a ttem p ts  in this d irection  were not successful because it was found[5S] 
tha t in the case of II-VI m ateria ls the  asym m etry  of the bond charge po­
sition becam e too large to  find a  stab le  equilibrium  position for the  bond 
charges. It is not clear where exactly  the  bond charges were placed. How­
ever. it seems plausible th a t,  using th e  studies of the  valence electron charge 
density available a t th a t tim e as a guide, the B C ’s were placed too close
50
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to  the  anion. These studies, which were done using the  local pseudopoten­
tials, suggested a  nearly com plete charge transfer from th e  cation to  the 
anion[83]. These calculations actually  overestim ated the  ionicity of these 
com pounds and produced valence band sp ec tra  in strong  disagreem ent w ith 
experim ental photoem ission results[84]. Later, m ore accurate  calculations 
using non-local pseudopotentials[59] showed b e tte r  agreem ent with th e  ex­
perim ents and  yielded charge densities indicating a strong shift of the bond 
m axim um  ra th e r th an  com plete charge transfer. In fact, th e  charge density  
plots for III-V  and II-VI compounds[59] are nearly identical except th a t the 
charge m axim a in the  la tte r appear to  be slightly m ore shifted toward the 
anion, indicating th a t, despite their g reater ionicity, II-VI com pounds are 
dom inantly  covalent in nature. In view of these results, it is expected th a t 
th e  BCM should give a good account of th e  phonons in II-VI m aterials pro­
vided the  bond charges are placed a t physically reasonable places suggested 
by the non-local pseudopotential calculations. In our extension of the BCM 
to II-VI m aterials we have chosen to place the  BC’s a t a  poin t dividing the 
bond length in a ra tio  r x/ r 2 =  2 which corresponds to  p =  1/3. This choice 
will be discussed in m ore detail below.
We shall begin w ith a discussion of th e  results for th e  phonon spectra  
of four II-VI sem i-conductors in section I and two sem i-m etals in section II 
and com pare our results with previous calculations using rigid ion or shell 
models. To fu rther check our results, in section III we present the  results for 
th e  specific heat calculation for all the  six II-VI com pounds and  com pare w ith
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experim ental results. In section IV we discuss some trends in th e  eigenvectors 
of II-VI and III-V  m aterials as calculated  from the  ad iabatic  bond charge 
m odel and in section V trends in th e  param eters are discussed. Finally, in 
th e  last section we point ou t some deficiencies in the  ad iabatic bond charge 
model and a  possible solution.
3.1 II-V I S em i-con d u ctors
Using the  form alism  described in the previous chapter we calculated the  
phonon dispersion relations and elastic constants for CdTe, ZnS, ZnTe, ZnSe, 
HgSe and HgTe. In Figures 3.1-3.4 we present th e  results for the first four 
m ateria ls  along w ith the existing neu tron  scattering  data. Figures 3.7-3.10 
show the  corresponding densities of s ta tes  (DOS) calculated using th e  root 
sam pling m ethod . We present in Table 3.1 the best fit BCM param eters and  
in Table 3.2 th e  calculated and m easured elastic constants.
In all cases the overall agreem ent w ith the  experim ental d a ta  is fairly 
good and is of the  sam e quality as for BCM fits for III-V com pounds[57]. 
For com parison we have also included the  dispersion curves for GaAs and 
InSb calcula ted  using the  param eters from Ref. [57] (Figs. 3.5,3.6).
For CdTe o u r six param eter fit is as good as the  14 param eter shell m odel 
fit of Rowe et a /.[53] and the  11 param eter rigid ion model fit of Talwar and  
Vandvyer[54] All th ree m odels show a  slight upw ard bend in th e  TO branch  
in th e  ( 1 0 0 ) d irection, which is in con trast w ith th e  results of a  recent ab initio 
calculation[56].


















Figure 3.1: Phonon dispersion of CdTe. Experim ental points are  from 
Ref. [53],
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Figure 3.2: Phonon dispersion of ZnS. Experim ental points a re  from Ref. [55].
















Figure 3.3: Phonon dispersion of ZnTe. E xperim ental points are from 
Ref. [55].



















Figure 3.4: Phonon dispersion of ZnSe. Experim ental points are from  
Ref.
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Figure 3.5: Phonon dispersion of GaAs using param eters from Ref. [32]. 
E xperim ental points are from Ref. [87].
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Figure 3.6: Phonon d ispersion of InSb using param eters  from  Ref. [32]. Ex­
perim ental points are from  Ref. [8 8 ].












Figure 3.7: D ensity of states for CdTe calcu la ted  using the root sam pling 
m ethod.
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Figure 3.8: Density of s ta tes  for ZnS calculated using th e  root sam pling  
m ethod.
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Figure 3.9: Density of s ta tes  for ZnTe calculated using the root sam pling 
method.
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Figure 3.10: D ensity  of s ta tes  for ZnSe calculated using th e  root sam pling 
m ethod.
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T he th ree  models give very sim ilar predictions for th e  phonon density of 
s ta tes . T he principal difference is th a t th e  shell m odel does not predict a  gap 
in the DOS between th e  acoustic and optical contributions, while the BCM 
has a sm aller gap than  th a t seen in the  rigid ion m odel. This underscores 
th e  fact th a t the BCM is, in m any ways, an in term ediate  m odel between 
th e  shell m odel and the  rigid ion model. The shell m odel takes care of the 
electronic polarizability  explicitly  by a ttach ing  deform able shells to  the ions. 
T he  BCM partia lly  accounts for the  electronic polarizability through the 
ad iabatic  m otion of the  bond charges, while the rigid ion m odel ignores it 
com pletely.
For ZnS an d  ZnTe our fits are com parable w ith th e  10-param eter Valence 
Shell Model results[55] of Vagelatos et al. For ZnTe th e  BCM predicts a large 
dispersion in th e  LO branch near the  zone edge. However, th e  m axim um  
deviation from the experim entally  m easured frequency a t the X point is only 
abou t 7 percent. For bo th  ZnS and ZnTe the shape of the optical branches 
in the (110) d irection is different from the  results of Ref. [55] bu t is sim ilar 
to  th a t pred icted  by ab initio caiculations[56]. For ZnSe also th e  agreem ent 
w ith the  neu tron  data[S5] and the m easured elastic constants[S6 ] is fairly 
good.
3 .2  II-V I S em i-m eta ls
M ercury com pounds, because of th e ir sem i-m etallic nature, deserve a sep­
a ra te  discussion. Because of the  zero band-gap. th e  energy for electronic
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Table 3.1: BCM param eters for group IV elem ents (Ref. [78]), III-V 
(Ref. [32]) and II-VI com pounds. Force constan ts are in units of e2 /t>a, 
where va is the unit-cell volume, for HgSe is from  Ref. [89], for HgTe 
from Ref. [90] and for th e  rest of the  m ateria ls  from Ref. [10].
6'U  3 <b'{l 3 (ff/3  Bx B 2 Z 2/ t  Z
Si 6 . 2 1 6.47 6.47 8.60 8.60 0.1800 1.47
Ge 6.61 5.71 5.71 8.40 8.40 0.1620 1.61
a-Sn 7.43 5.59 5.59 7.80 7.800 0.163 1.9S
AlAs 5.80 2.27 15.48 5.79 8.54 0.1800 1 . 2 1
G aP 6.04 2.4 17.91 5.20 1 0 . 0 0.2030 1.36
GaAs 6.16 2.36 16.05 5.36 S. 24 0.1870 1.43
GaSb 6.77 2.37 13.10 6.28 7.OS 0.1600 1.52
InP 7.16 2.95 21.62 3.43 8.37 0.2490 1.55
InAs 7.31 2.64 17.S6 3.99 7.30 0 . 2 1 0 0 1.60
InSb 7.47 2.33 14.09 4.56 6.24 0.1720 1.64
ZnS 5.74 0.79 29.90 0.83 15.40 0.2130 1.05
ZnSe 5.01 1.19 22.82 1 . 2 1 15.65 0.1790 1.03
ZnTe 5.51 1.06 22.93 1.07 17.00 0.1800 1.05
CdTe 6.85 0.77 23.34 0.39 15.44 0.1830 1.15
HgSe 5.32 0.15 14.01 0.35 17.50 0.1095 0.91
HgTe 6.46 0.081 13.46 1 .0 S 15.60 0.1062 1.03
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transitions from th e  valence band to  the conduction  band is com parable to 
th e  optical phonon energy. For HgTe R am an  measurements[94] a t 90 K 
and  infrared reflectivity m easurem ents[95] a t 77 K yield ujlo % 138 cm - 1  
w hereas infrared spec tra  a t 8  K gave[90] ujlo % 132 cm ' 1 . This differ­
ence was a ttr ib u te d  to  the large num ber of carriers a t higher tem peratu res. 
T he  sam e reason is invoked to explain the  degenerate values of uiLO and ujto 
found in neutron  scattering  experiments[96]. Because of this controversy we 
did not use optical phonon frequencies near the  zone center in our fit for 
HgTe (Fig. 3.11). It is seen th a t the  agreem ent w ith the acoustic and trans­
verse optical phonons is good. In particu lar, th e  "bum p” in th e  acoustic 
branches which is an indication of the increased m etallic behavior, is re­
produced faithfully. However, th e  fit for th e  LO branch is not of the sam e 
quality , although the  deviation from the experim en tal points is only a few 
percent. In the  ( 1 1 1 ) direction the  BCM predic ts th a t the  LO branch will 
dip downward instead of the upward trend observed experim entally[96]. For 
HgSe (Fig. 3.12) the  agreem ent w ith the available neutron data  on acoustic 
phonons[96] and optical measurements[97] an d  m easured elastic constants[92] 
is very good. Because of the lack of neutron d a ta  on optical phonons we can­
not com m ent on the  accuracy of the  optical branches. However, it should 
be m entioned th a t the BCM and the 11  p a ram eter rigid ion model[96] give 
sim ilar behavior for the optical branches.
















Figure 3.11: Phonon dispersion for HgTe. Experim ental points are from 
Ref. [96].










Figure 3.12: Phonon dispersion for HgSe. Experim ental points are from 
Ref. [96].
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Figure 3.13: D ensity of s ta tes  for HgTe calculated using th e  root sam pling 
m ethod.














Figure 3.14: Density of sta tes for HgSe calculated using the  root sam pling 
m ethod.
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3.3 Specific H eat
To fu rther check the  param eters vve have calculated the  specific heats 
using th e  expression given in th e  previous chap ter for all the six m ateria ls 
using the param eters given in Table 3.1. T he results are shown in Fig. 3.15 
as plots of log C vs. log T  along w ith  th e  experim ental data. In every case 
good agreem ent is obtained w ith th e  experim ents, giving further support 
for th e  param eters used and th e  calcu la ted  density  of states. As m entioned 
before, elastic constants and specific heat do not provide a  rigorous test of 
the validity of the model. However, any good m odel should certainly provide 
a good description of these quan tities.
3.4  Trends in  E igen vectors
A m ore severe test of the validity  of a la ttice  dynam ical model is to check 
the eigenvectors against the experim en tal results. Following the  convention 
of Refs. [2] and [102] we give, in Table 3.3, th e  eigenvectors for the six II-VI 
m aterials a t the X and L points of th e  Brillouin zone. As no inform ation is 
available from experim ents or from  ab initio calculations, we can not com ­
m ent on the  correctness of these vectors. However, we note th a t in four o u t 
of six m aterials, it is the lighter ion which v ibrates in the higher frequency- 
mode (LO) a t the X point. For ZnSe and CdTe, th e  BCM gives the  opposite 
result and  predicts th a t the heavier ion moves in th e  LO mode. This resu lt, 
though counter-intuitive, is not im possible since the  ionic masses in these
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♦ ZnS
a ZnSe below 25 K (Birch)
7 ZnSe above 25 K (Irwin et al.)
* ZnTe2 . 10
1000
T(K)
Figure 3.15: Log C  vs  log T  plots for the calcu la ted  and  measured spe­
cific heats of several II-VI materials. T he experim ental d a ta  is taken from 
Refs. [98, 99, 100. 101].
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Table 3.2: Theoretical and m easured values (in parentheses) for 
the  elastic constants in units of 1011 dynes/cm 2. Experim ental 
values are from Ref. [91] (ZnS, ZnTe, CdTe), Ref. [86] (ZnSe). 
Ref. [92] (HgSe) and Ref. [93] (HgTe).
C l  I  C12  C44
ZnS 10.907 (10.46) 6.498 (6.53) 4.67S (4.61)
ZnSe 8.996 (8.59) 5.064 (5.06) 4.056 (4.06)
ZnTe 7.13S (7.13) 4.233 (4.07) 3.122 (3.12)
CdTe 5.675 (5.35) 4.073 (3.6S) 2.047 (1.994)
HgSe 6.218 (6.22) 4.647 (4.64) 2.262 (2.27)
HgTe 5.631 (5.631) 3.785 (3.66) 2.123 (2.123)
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m aterials are com parab le1 and differences in in tra -su b la ttice  forces can lead 
to this result. A sim ilar pattern  is obained in th e  case of III-V  materials 
where the BCM pred ic ts  th a t at the X point the  heavier ion moves in the LO 
mode in GaAs and InSb. which in the case of G aA s, the  only relevant ma­
terial whose eigenvectors have been studied experim en ta lly [102]. is contrary 
to the  experim ental results. For m aterials like A lAs, G aSb, InAs and InP. 
in which the  mass difference is substantial, the BCM  predictions agree with 
ab initio calculations[2].
3.5 T rends in  P aram eters
Some trends in th e  param eters presented in T ab le 3.1 are im m ediately 
obvious. One notices th a t as one goes from group IV  elem ents to III-V com­
pounds to II-VI com pounds the param eters involving B C 's change uniformly. 
For group IV elem ents th e  bond charge is s itua ted  midway along the  bond 
and the ion-BC and  BC-ion-BC force constants are  equal for th e  two ions. 
However, in III-V com pounds the BC shifts tow ard the  anion which results 
in higher values for d>2 l% and  B-i than <p"/3 and B x respectively. This trend 
continues as we m ove to  II-VI compounds in which th e  BC is even closer to 
the anion. This p a tte rn  in the  values of these param eters  can be traced to 
the equations linking o\  and  o '2 to a sl and d a s, /dp .  It should be noted that 
the values for o u an d  d a sl/d p  for II-VI com pounds are higher than  those
'YVe have used 114 amu for the mass of Cd since the crystal in Ref. [53] was composed 
predominantly of the isotope 114Cd.
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Table 3.3: B C M  Eigenvectors for six II-V I com pounds a t X and L 
points of th e  B rillouin zone. For the two degenerate  transverse modes, 
only the  m agn itudes of the cationic and anionic com ponents are given.
ZnS ZnSe ZnTe C dTe HgSe HgTe
e LO(cation |X ) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
e to (an ion |X ) 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
e LA(cation |X ) 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
e t4 (an ion |X ) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ero (cation |X ) 0.260 0.636 0.815 0.611 0.252 0.400
eTO(anion |X ) 0.965 0.771 0.580 0.792 0.967 0.916
eTA(cation |X ) 0.S76 0.S26 0.812 0.823 0.834 0.824
eTA{ anion |X) 0.4S3 0.564 0.584 0.567 0.552 0.566
e^olcationlL) -0.06 -0.493 0.936 -0.533 -0.125 -0.239
e^olanionlL) 0.998 0.870 -0.351 0.846 0.992 0.971
e t/l(cation |L ) 0.992 0.905 0.591 0.871 0.952 0.933
e ^ a n io n lL ) 0.121 0.425 0.807 0.491 0.305 0.361
eTO(cation |L ) 0.344 0.706 0.855 0.674 0.2S4 0.446
ero (anion |L ) 0.939 0.708 0.519 0.73S 0.959 0.895
er/1(cation |L ) 0.800 0.771 0.764 0.775 0.799 0.787
er ..,(anion|L) 0.599 0.637 0.611 0.632 0.601 0.615
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for III-V  com pounds. A part from  these obvious features, there  are no o ther 
d iscernible trends in the  param eters w ith  respect to the ionicity or th e  bond 
length. However, it is seen th a t the  ion-bond param eters <p" / 3 and o'^/'Z are 
considerably  lower for m ercury com pounds than  for other m aterials. T his is 
reasonable in view of the  sem i-m etallic na tu re  of these m aterials and th e  fact 
th a t these param eters represent off-diagonal contributions to  the  d ielectric  
function which are small in m etals.
T he effect of ionicity on th e  phonon dispersion curves can be investigated  
by study ing  the isoelectronic sequence of m aterials in which the bond lengths 
and th e  average m ass in the un it cell are alm ost same. Two such sequences are 
G e-GaAs-ZnSe and aSn-InSb-C dTe. Increased ionicity results in a general 
lowering of all frequencies and elastic constants and a lifting of th e  LO- 
T O  degeneracy a t the  T point and the  LO-LA degeneracy a t the  X point. 
A glance a t the BCM param eters for these materials shows th a t th e  only 
p a tte rn  is a decrease in the m agnitude of the  bond charge Z  and, in the 
case of Ge-GaAs-ZnSe, a decrease in d>'-'-/3 w ith increased ionicity. For the 
o th e r sequence. d'-'/3 is alm ost sam e for a-S n  and InSb but it is sm aller 
for CdTe. A cross com parison of the  corresponding m aterials in th e  two 
sequences shows th a t moving down th e  periodic table, w ith its concom itan t 
increase in m etallicity, yields an increase in th e  ion-ion in teraction d £ /3  while 
th e  param eters involving the bond charges decrease.
We should also com m ent on the  choice of the equilibrium positions of 
th e  bond charges. In principle, p should be trea ted  as the seventh ad ju stab le
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p aram eter of the  model. However, we decided to use the physically reasonable 
value of 1/3 for p. This corresponds to  dividing the  bond length in a ratio  
2:1 and is consistent w ith the  pseudo-potential calculations of the valence 
electron charge density [59]. However, we were also able to  find values for the  
six param eters which still satisfied the  stability  conditions (2.53) and (2.54) 
and which gave satisfactory  fits for p as high as 0.55. T he param eters th a t 
varied m ost w ith p were the  ion-BC force constants; increasing p led to  a 
larger and a  sm aller <j>j /3 . The rem aining param eters also changed, bu t 
by much less. In every case, the acoustic phonon curves showed very good 
agreem ent w ith th e  neutron scattering  data . However, the  agreem ent w ith 
th e  optical phonons slightly worsened as p increased. These results highlight 
the  arb itrariness involved in defining th e  equilibrium  position for the bond 
charges. O ur choice of p =  1/3, which coincides roughly w ith the position 
predicted  by the  pseudopotential calculations[59], still gave the  best overall 
agreem ent w ith the  experim ental results.
3.6  D efic ien cies  in  th e  M od el
T he above results dem onstrate  th a t the 6-param eter adiabatic Bond 
Charge m odel provides a good description of th e  phonons and other la t­
tice dynam ical quantities such as elastic constants and specific heat for II-VI 
sem i-conductors and  sem i-m etals with zincblende coordination. The overall 
agreem ent w ith the  neutron d a ta  is very good. However, some discrepan­
cies rem ain, particu larly  in the LO branch near th e  zone edge, where th e
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BCM predicts a large dispersion in alm ost every m ateria l including the III-V  
com pounds. This is most obvious in HgTe and  is indicative of the failure 
of th e  BCM to  account for the  polarizability  of th e  ion core. Because of 
th e  associated m acroscopic field, the LO phonons are more affected than the  
o th e r branches. T he calculated[103] s ta tic  dielectric function t(q)  for III-V  
and  II-VT com pounds is known to have considerable s tru c tu re , so including 
a  charge form factor should remedy th is d iscrepancy[58].
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C hapter 4 
L attice D ynam ics o f  
Superlattices
T his chap ter is concerned with the phonon properties of CdTe-HgTe su­
perla ttices grown along (001) and (111) directions. CdTe-HgTe is an exam ple 
of a  la ttice  m atched  binary superlattice  in which the  two m ateria ls  have sim ­
ilar la ttice  constants. As in the case of bulk m aterials, la ttice  dynam ics of 
superla ttices is prim arily  studied using phenomenological m odels. I shall, 
therefore s ta rt th is  chap ter w ith a review of theoretical m odels, both  macro­
scopic and microscopic . used for superlattices. Section II will be devoted 
to  th e  m ethod of calculation and the  interface modeling used for CdTe-HgTe 
superlattices. Sections III presents the  results for various CdTe-H gTe super­
la ttices grown along (001) and (111) directions. In section IV, I com pare 
my results for (001) superlattices w ith th e  existing R am an scattering  d a ta . 
Finally, section V concludes the chap ter with a brief review of th e  results on 
CdTe-HgTe superlattices.
7S
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4.1  T h eo retica l M od els
79
T he theoretical models for the la ttice  dynam ics of superlattices can be 
d ivided into microscopic and macroscopic  m odels. Microscopic m odels 
are  conventional la ttice  dynam ical m odels w hereas m acroscopic models tre a t 
solids as continuous m edium . We will discuss these  models separately.
4 .1 .1  M a cro sco p ic  M o d els
T he macroscopic models, also known as continuum  models, replace the 
a tom ic s tru c tu re  of solids w ith a d ielectric  and elastic  continuum . For wave­
lengths g rea ter than  the la ttice  param eter, th e  local unit cell displacem ent 
can be considered as a continuous field. C onsequently  the two com pounds 
can be viewed as effective m edia characterized  by the ir respective densities, 
elastic  constan ts and dielectric constants. T he acoustic phonons are gener­
ally analyzed by Rytov's model[104] in which th e  d isplacem ent field is w ritten  
as a linear com bination of a forward and  reflected waves which have differ­
en t w avevectors (frequency dependent) in the two layers. T he displacem ent 
field obeys th e  displacem ent and stress con tinu ity  relations a t the interface. 
T hese relations, when com bined with th e  Bloch relation for th e  displacem ent 
field. u ( r  +  d) = u ( ~ ) e ^ d  ^ result in th e  following dispersion relation for the  
superla ttice .
cos(Qd)  =  cos{kidi)cos{k2d.2 ) — ( 1 +  ) s in ( k i d i ) s in { k 2 d2). (4.1)
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where
_  llt^l -  P7^2j ,
{piUip2 L'2 )l/2'
Here d\,  d2 are th e  thickness of th e  two layers, Aq, k 2 are the  wavevectors in 
th e  two layers ( t u / j i  =  1,2) and pi,  p2 a re  the densities of th e  two m ateria ls. 
d =  d\ + d 2 and Q  a re  the  superlattice  periodicity and superlattice  wavevector 
respectively. For sm all e, Eq. (4.1) gives, in the zeroth  order a superla ttice  
dispersion relation,
<*' — vsLk,  (4.3)
where usl is the sound speed in the  SL and is given by,
d d\ d2
= -----1----- . (4.4)
VSL V\ »2
This m odel has been used to explain folded acoustic phonons in a  num ber of 
studies[19].
The question of proper boundary conditions and continuum  m odel 
for optical modes has a ttra c te d  a  lot of a tten tion  over the last several
years[105, 106]. T he  first macroscopic model for optical phonons, th e  d i­
electric continuum  model[107, 10S, 109], is based on Born and H uang’s[110] 
phenom enological theory  for optical vibrations which is em bodied in th e  fol­
lowing equations.
1_
-  2  i ( ^ 0  e o o  \  2 rr»
W  — ~ - ^ rY Q  W  +  (     1 WxoE,
( ^ 0  ^ o o  \  2 ^ o o  1 -rn /  i -  \
h T )  “'r o w  +  - n r - E .  (4.o)
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where w  is th e  relative ionic displacem ent, e0 and are the static and high 
frequency dielectric constants and  uiro is the infrared dispersion or the  zone 
center TO  frequency.
These equations are solved along w ith the  equations of electrostatics,
V  x E  =  0 , V - D  =  0, (4.6)
sub ject to  the  usual boundary conditions of continuous tangential E  and 
perpendicular D  a t the  interface. This model predicts th a t all TO  modes 
v ib rate  w ith uto  and all LO m odes v ib rate  w ith a  higher frequency u?£,o =  
T he model also predicts two interface modes between ujlo 
and ujto- T he confinem ent of optical phonons is explained by the m ism atch  
of dielectric constant in the two m aterials.
However, the  displacem ent pa tte rn s  predicted  by this model are a t vari­
ance w ith those predicted by m icroscopic models[32, 35] since it predicts an 
an tinode in the  displacem ent a t th e  interface w hereas the  microscopic m odels 
predict a node. Moreover, because of the  neglect of dispersion in th e  bulk 
phonon branches, it does not lead to  unam biguous solution for the confined 
optical modes.
A continuum  model which addresses these issues correctly is B abiker’s 
hydrodynam ic model[33]. T he equations of th is m odel differ from those of 
dielectric m odel (Eq. 4.5) by two ex tra  term s.
w  =  - ijJjo  w  +  ( - 0- 4" - - ) 2 ^’r o E  -  /^ V (V  • w ) -  dt2V 2w .
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T hese ex tra  te rm s lead to  isotropic dispersion for op tical phonons.
* 2 (q) =  wl o  -  tf2 q2. (4.S)
where
B2 = 3 2a + 3 2b. (4.9)
j3 is identified as the  speed of LA modes. This m odel satisfies hydrodynam ic 
boundary  conditions, viz., continuity of velocity and  m echanical pressure at 
th e  interface bu t violates electrostatic boundary conditions since it leads to 
d iscontinuous electric potential at the interface[105]. M oreover, th is  model 
does not accom m odate interface modes.
A part from these drawbacks, neither of these m odels can describe the 
m ixing of interface and confined LO modes th a t is p red ic ted  by microscopic 
models[36, 35]. O ther, m ore sophisticated, con tinuum  m odels have been 
proposed th a t couple together LO and interface m o d e s [ l l l ,  112] and th a t in­
co rporate  both  e lectrosta tic  and mechanical boundary  conditions by allowing 
th e  in term ixing  of confined LO, TO and interface m odes.
However, all of these models, being continuum  m odels, are valid for long 
w avelength v ibrations only. These models can not be applied to situations 
involving changes of v ibration am plitude over d istances of order of th e  unit 
cell dim ension, e.g.. th in  superlattices. Even for th ick  superlattices, con­
tinuum  m odels fail to predict many features, such as m icroscopic interface
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modes, which result from  the  changes in the local env ironm ent (short range 
force constants in m icroscopic models) at the interface. T h e  continuum  mod­
els also do not reproduce th e  displacem ent patterns of h igher o rder confined 
optical modes even a t long wavelengths[36].
4 .1 .2  M icro sco p ic  M o d els
The microscopic m odels are conventional one- or three-dim ensional la t­
tice dynam ical models th a t  are extended to apply to  su p erla ttices . In one­
dim ensional models, com m only known as linear chain m odels, each plane of 
the  superlattice is represented  by an ion. This is an accu ra te  representation 
of superlattices grown along (001) or (111) direction since planes perpen­
dicular to these d irections are m ade up of one kind of a to m  only. Three 
dim ensional models for th e  la ttice  dynamics of su p erla ttices are based on 
la ttice  dynam ical m odels for the  bulk materials such as th e  shell m odel, rigid 
ion model, etc.
T he force constants for ions in the superlattice are generally  taken to be 
the  sam e as in the  bulk m ateria ls , except for the  in terfacial and  surrounding 
ions where some kind of in terpolation  is done. Except for th e  size of the dy ­
nam ical m atrix to diagonalize, the  only problem is to ca lcu la te  th e  Coulomb 
force constants. Because of reduced symmetry, th e  conventional Ewald sums 
given in C hapter 2 converge very slowly. Early linear chain  m odels tack­
led this problem by ignoring th e  Coulomb interaction completeIy[21]. This 
model gives a satisfactory  explanation of Ram an experim en ts  for phonons
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propagating  parallel to the growth d irection. T he linear chain model is of 
lim ited use since it can not be applied to  phonons propagating in any o th e r 
direction. Y ip and  Chang[32] gave the first th ree  dimensional m icroscopic 
calculation o f th e  phonon dispersion of GaA s-AlA s superlattices based on 
the ad iab a tic  bond charge model. They showed th a t a pertu rba tive  inc lu ­
sion of th e  C oulom b interaction provides a  good comparison w ith the R a ­
m an experim en ta l results. Later, Ren et al. presented a rigid ion m odel 
calculation[36] and  showed th a t in order to  s tu d y  the anisotropic behavior 
of optical phonons. which has been observed experimentally[113], it is nec­
essary to inc lude  th e  full Coulomb in teraction . They presented a layered 
m ethod for calcu la ting  the Coulomb in teraction  and force constants, w here 
the  C oulom b m a trix  elements are calculated by calculating the  in teraction  
between one atom  and a plane of atom s and then  summing over all o th e r  
equivalent p lanes. At around the sam e tim e, R ichter and S trauch reported  
the ir study  using the  shell model[35]. S ince then , many microscopic calcu ­
lations have appeared  in the literature[36, 39. 41, 42, 45. 114]. All of these  
investigated th e  phonon properties of G aA s-A lA s superlattices.
4.2 C dT e-H gT e S u p er la ttices
In the rem a in d er of the chapter I will p resent the  first system atic study  of 
the la ttice  d y nam ics  of CdTe-HgTe superlattices grown along (001) and (111) 
directions. T h e  bulk  model used for this s tu d y  was the  adiabatic bond charge 
model. T he  phonon dispersion curves for C dTe and HgTe along (100), (110)
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and (111) directions were presented in C hapter 3. It can  be seen from figures 
in C hapter 3 th a t th e  agreem ent with the neutron sca tte rin g  d a ta  is very good 
except for the LO branch  of HgTe especially near th e  zone center. However, 
as mentioned before, in our fit for HgTe we did not include the  experim ental 
data  near the zone cen te r because of the discrepancy betw een the  results from 
infrared reflectivity m easurem ents and Ram an m easurem ents. It should be 
mentioned here th a t  th e  11-param ter rigid ion m odel does not do a better 
job of reproducing th e  LO branch[54].
4.2.1 M e th o d  o f  C a lcu la tion
In our application of the  BCM to CdTe-HgTe superla ttices th e  short range 
part of the dynam ical m atrix  was constructed explicitly by unfolding the FCC 
lattice along the grow th  direction. The Coulomb part was calcu lated  by using 
the layered method[36] as well as the conventional E w ald’s m ethod described 
in C hapter 2. In o rd e r to  use the layered m ethod for th e  (111) superlattice 
one has to  work in a  ro ta ted  space in which the  x, y, z d irections correspond to 
(110), (112) and (111) respectively. For the conventional Ewald m ethod, the 
superlattice direct la ttic e  vectors are (I1J 2 J 3 ) where and  I3 are integers 
such th a t (l\ +  /2 +  N I 3 ) is even for (001) superlattice  and  (li + I2 + I3 ) is a 
multiple of 2N  for (111) superlattice, N  being the num ber of layers in the 
superlattice. The reciprocal vectors can be obtained by choosing one of the 
bulk FCC prim itive reciprocal lattice vectors along th e  grow th direction and 
then folding it N  tim es.
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4 .2 .2  In te r fa ce  M o d e lin g
Unlike G aA s-A lA s superlattices, the constituents of CdTe-H gTe superlat­
tice are qualita tive ly  different m aterials. CdTe is a  sem i-conductor whereas 
HgTe is a  sem i-m etal. This difference is reflected in th e  BCM  param eters for 
these m ateria ls . As can be seen in Table 3.1 in C hap ter 3, th e  ion-BC pa­
ram eters <b2 / 3  and  th e  Coulomb interaction p aram ete r Z 2/e  for HgTe
are considerably sm aller th an  those for CdTe. In particu la r, the  Coulomb 
param eter for CdTe is alm ost twice as large which resu lts in a large m ism atch 
in the M adelung energy of the  two materials. Because of these reasons, the  
interface m odeling had to be done carefully. Instead of tak ing  ad hoc aver­
ages, we have tried  to  incorporate, at a microscopic level, th e  macroscopic 
boundary conditions of uniform  stress and uniform electric poten tial a t the 
interface. T h e  param eters for short range interactions betw een particles lo­
cated on the  sam e side of th e  interface were taken to  be corresponding bulk 
values except for th e  force constants between the  in terfacial ions and the 
bond charges surrounding  them  on either side. T he ion-bc param eters in­
volving th e  in terfacial ions were taken to be the average of th e  corresponding 
param eters for the  two m aterials. Also, the param eters for BC-BC in ter­
actions surrounding  th e  interfacial ions were taken to  be th e  average of the 
corresponding bulk values. T he net effect of using these approxim ations is 
to  produce a  uniform  local environm ent on both sides of th e  interfacial ion.
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Because of the large m ism atch in  the  M adelung energies of the two m a te ri­
als fixing th e  Coulomb param eter Z 2 f t  was not so simple. Since the  C oulom b 
in teraction is long range, each p artic le  in teracts with every o ther partic le  in 
the  system  and one is faced w ith th e  question of what value of Z 2/e  to  use 
for two particles situa ted  on opposite  sides of the interface, assum ing th a t 
the bulk values are used for partic les on the  same side of th e  interface. T he 
sim plest solution, viz., the  average of the  two bulk values, yielded negative 
eigenvalues. A uniform value of Z 2 fe  equal to the average of the  two bulk 
values assigned to every particle in  th e  superlattice does not work e ither. 
Moreover, for both CdTe and HgTe, the  param eter sets consisting of th e  
original short range param eters an d  th e  average Z 2/ t  give bulk dispersion 
curves which show very poor agreem ent w ith the experim ental data .
The solution to this problem  was m otivated by the fam iliar exam ple of a 
point charge Z  situated in a  sem i-infinite dielectric m edium  with d ielectric  
constant ex a t a distance d away from  a  plane interface, on the o th e r side 
of which is a different dielectric m edium  with dielectric constant e2. As 
can be found in many standard  texts[115]. the potential on the sam e side 
of the interface is given by Z [ ( t \ r )  plus a  correction which is proportional 
to  (e2 — e j) /(e 2 +  £i). which can be  neglected if ei and e2 have com parable 
values. T he potential on the o th e r side of the interface is Z / ( e aver),  where 
cave is the  arithm etic average of th e  two dielectric constants. Following th is 
exam ple, th e  Coulomb in teraction for two charges on the sam e side of th e  
interface was divided by the corresponding bulk dielectric constant while
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th e  Coulomb in teraction  for charges on different sides of th e  interface was 
divided by t ave. Also, th e  Coulom b interaction involving any  interfacial ion 
was divided by eave. T he  partic les in th e  superla ttice  were assigned th e  sam e 
charges as in the corresponding bulk m aterials except for interfacial ions 
for which we found it necessary to  use (Zarc  +  Z HgTc) in th e  case of (001) 
superlattice. It should be noticed th a t w ith this charge assignm ent, th e  bulk 
un it cells containing th e  in terfacial ions a t the two interfaces are not charge 
neutral. However, the su p erla ttic e  un it cell is still neutral.
This interfacial m odeling works for bo th  (001) and  (111) superla ttices and 
gives positive eigenvalues reflecting th e  required sym m etry  of the  problem  
and  eigenvectors which show continuity  a t the interfaces.
4 .3  R esu lts  an d  D iscu ss io n
For convenience in th e  following discussion, I will use SL as a short hand 
notation for superlattice , (m ,n)SL001 for a (m ,n) layer superla ttice  along 
(001) direction and (m ,n )S L ll l  for a  superla ttice  grown along the (111) d i­
rection.
A look a t the  phonon dispersion for the two m aterials show's th a t, un ­
like GaAs and AlAs, th e  op tical bands of CdTe and HgTe overlap par­
tially  (Fig. 4.1). In fact, alm ost the  en tire LO branch of HgTe overlaps 
w ith the corresponding curve for CdTe. Moreover, from th e  corresponding 
phonon density of sta tes given in C h ap te r 3 we see th a t the highest acoustic 
frequency in CdTe is h igher than  th e  sm allest optical frequency in HgTe.
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Figure 4.1: Phonon dispersion of bulk CdTe and HgTe. T he two horizontal 
lines in the (100) panel enclose the overlapping region of the LO branches.
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Because of th is the  phonon dispersion of CdTe-HgTe superla ttices consists 
of closely spaced optical bands. T here is no clear cu t separation  between the  
bands derived from CdTe or HgTe optical branches except for the  highest 
few branches which are derived from CdTe optical phonons. Therefore iden­
tification of SL m odes in term s of CdTe or HgTe modes had to  be done by 
exam ining th e  eigenvectors. We based our criterion for th is classification by 
defining the  vibrational strength of th e  mode j
S  lm *u *l2’
k=o
=  S f dTe + S ? gTe. (4.10)
SL m odes w ith >  cSj  where c =  0.S were classified as m odes of m aterial 
M . All o ther modes were classified as extended modes. A too high value of 
c will classify confined modes th a t have non-negligible penetra tion  into the 
o ther layer, as extended modes. On the  o ther hand, a too low value of c 
( ~  0.5) will result in m ost modes being classified as confined modes. T he 
num ber 0.S was found to be appropria te  to  take care of such cases.
We based our criterion on m om entum  because p • A determ ines th e  in­
te raction  of a charged particle with m om entum  p  with th e  electrom agnetic 
field A[ 116]. An equally physical criterion could be based on th e  localization 
of energy of th e  mode. However, a classification based on th e  localization of 
d isplacem ent only can be misleading because of th e  large mass difference in 
Cd and Hg. especially if c is chosen to  be a  sm all num ber.
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W ith  th is classification scheme in m ind, we will now analyze the disper­
sion curves of CdTe-HgTe superlattices grown along (001) and (111) direc­
tions.
4 .3 .1  (0 0 1 ) S u p er la tt ic e s
Figures 4.2-4.5 present the phonon dispersion for (3,3)SL001 and 
(5,o)SL001. A com plicated  pattern  is seen when th e  wavevector is in a plane 
perpendicular to  th e  grow th direction. The bands w ith frequencies lower 
than  3.46 TH z are derived from the acoustic branches and  the bands with 
frequencies betw een 2.66 TH z and 3.46 THz are derived solely from the CdTe 
acoustic branches.
T he phonon dispersion for q  along the grow th direction consists of a 
series of lines w ith no or linear dispersion. High frequency branches w ith no 
dispersion are th e  confined optical phonons whereas low frequency branches 
w ith linear dispersion are the folded acoustic phonons. This is sim ilar to 
G aAs-AlAs superla ttices except th a t one can find optical branches which 
have linear dispersion and therefore look like folded acoustic branches. These 
dispersive branches represent optical frequencies which are  allowed in both  
m aterials. These dispersive optical phonons are not seen in the dispersion 
of SL's grown along the  (111) direction (to be discussed later) since the 
bulk LO branches in th a t direction do not overlap. In th e  (001) direction, 
th e  exact positions at which they appear depend on th e  thickness of the 
su p erla ttice .b u t generally they appear in the overlapping region of the  bulk
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LO branches. These modes appea r to  have been ob ta ined  by folding of the  
LO branch of HgTe bu t they are  not folded in the  usual sense of the word 
since they  can not be assigned a wavevector of th e  form I n /d  where d is 
the  superla ttice  period and I is an  integer. This is because these frequencies 
propagate a t different wavevectors in th e  two layers. Therefore it is m ore 
appropria te  to call them  dispersive or propagating phonons. These modes 
will be discussed la te r in detail.
An exam ination of the frequencies and  eigenvectors of the m odes in vari­
ous SL’s shows th a t not all the zone-center SL modes can be identified as bulk 
CdTe or HgTe modes. Modes lying above the bulk LO frequency of HgTe, 
t hough not allowed in bulk HgTe, are not necessarily confined in CdTe layers 
and m ay have significant m om entum  in HgTe layers (Fig. 4.13(b)). As m en­
tioned above, we identified modes by calculating the ir v ibrational strengths 
as defined in Eq. (4.10). For (5 ,5)SL00l, out of the  ten  LO modes only four 
m odes could be identified as C dTe LO m odes and four as HgTe LO modes. 
T he rem aining two fell under th e  category of extended modes. T he first of 
these, a t 4.35 THz, has a frequency which is slightly higher than  th e  bulk LO 
frequency of HgTe b u t never com pletely decays in HgTe layers (Fig. 4.12(a)). 
In fact, the v ibrational strength  of this m ode is alm ost equally divided be­
tween th e  two layers. The other m ode (4.09 THz) is allowed in both  m aterials 
and shows oscillatory behavior in both layers.
TO  modes, because of the non-overlapping bulk TO  branches of CdTe 
and HgTe. show m ore confinem ent. B ut one can still find ex tended TO





















Figure 4.2: Phonon D ispersion of (5,5)SL001 along th e  grow th direction. 
The arrow on the right panel indicates two closely spaced TO  m odes, one of 
which is an interface m ode (lower branch).
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Figure 4.3: Phonon Dispersion of (5.5) CdTe-HgTe superla ttice  grown along 
(0 0 1 ). q  is parallel to ( 1 0 0 ).
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Figure 4.4: Phonon D ispersion of (5,5) CdTe-HgTe su p erla ttic e  grown along 
(0 0 1 ). q  is parallel to  ( 1 1 0 ).
































Figure 4.5: Phonon D ispersion of (3,3) CdTe-HgTe su p erla ttice  grown along 
(0 0 1 ) direction, q  is paralle l to  (0 0 1 ).
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modes. For exam ple, in (5,5)SL001 only four TO modes (doub ly  degenerate) 
are seen to  correspond to  bulk CdTe TO modes. In fact, we see only these 
four TO modes in th e  TO  frequency range of CdTe. T he o th e r  six T O ’s are 
all in the HgTe frequency range. O ut of these, five HgTe T O  m odes can be 
identified by looking a t the ir displacem ent patterns. T he  rem ain ing  TO is 
an extended m ode according to  our criterion but most of its  m om entum  is 
in HgTe layer. T his p a tte rn  is seen in all the  SL’s we considered. T he CdTe 
TO range contains one less TO  and HgTe TO range has o ne  m ore TO . The 
extra TO mode in th e  HgTe TO  range is an interface m ode.
The SL modes confined to e ither layer are generally re la ted  to  the bulk 
optical phonons of constituen t m aterials by defining an effective wavevector 
in analogy with th e  problem  of a particle confined in a box. In th a t case, the 
requirement of a node in the  wavefunction a t the walls leads to  a  wavevector 
of the form n x f  L. L being th e  length of the box. In a  s im ilar way, the
effective wavevector for confined vibrations is defined as
* n  =  , :v r  w - =  ( 4 . 1 1 )( N  +  -))d
where N  is the num ber of monolayers in the slab and d  is th e  thickness
of the monolayer. T he  p aram eter 7  is included to accoun t for the non­
zero am plitude of v ib ra tion  of the  interfacial ion. which effectively makes 
the thickness of th e  confining layer to be larger than N d .  7  is. therefore, a 
measure of the degree of confinem ent of the mode. A value o f 0 m eans perfect
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confinement. 7  is m odel and mode dependent and is generally between 0  and 
1 for GaAs an d  AlAs[35, 36, 39, 42, 45, 114].
For CdTe op tical modes we find tha t 7  =  1 gives a  very good m apping 
of SL zone-center modes onto  the bulk dispersion of CdTe along (001) direc­
tion (Fig. 4.6) bu t the  sam e can not be said about HgTe m odes (Fig. 4.7). 
7  =  1 gives fair m apping for HgTe TO modes, especially for th e  th icker su­
perlattice. However, the m apping for LO modes is ra th e r  poor for the  same 
value. In fact, we could not find a positive value for 7  which resulted in a 
be tte r m apping for HgTe LO modes. 7  =  0  gave th e  best m apping which is 
still worse th a n  th a t for TO  modes. The wavevector assignm ents shown in 
these figures also give the best envelope for ionic displacem ents.
C om paring th e  dispersion relations for superlattices w ith different th ick­
ness, we find th e  fam iliar trend  of decreasing optical frequencies with decreas­
ing thickness (Fig. 4.8). This has been observed experim entally  in GaAs- AlAs 
superlattices[26. 117] and in microscopic calculations[26, 32, 36. 117] and is 
explained in te rm s of confinement of optical phonons in the ir respective layers 
and negative cu rvatu re  of th e  bulk LO branch. We notice th a t th e  frequency 
of the highest C dTe LO m ode approaches the  bulk value as th e  thickness of 
the CdTe layer increases. Sim ilar behavior is observed in GaAs-AlAs SL’s 
in which the h ighest m ode frequencies of both  GaAs and  AlAs modes reach 
the corresponding bulk values when the layer thickness is abou t 30 A[117] 
or roughly 11 monolayers of GaAs or AlAs. For CdTe th e  corresponding 
thickness is 19 monolayers or 61.5 A. The highest HgTe LO m ode rem ains
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Figure 4.6: Mapping of confined CdTe and extended modes to th e  bulk 
dispersion of CdTe.
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Figure 4.7: M apping of confined HgTe and extended modes to  th e  bulk 
dispersion of HgTe.
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slightly, though distinctly, below the  bulk value even when the HgTe layer is 
25 m onolayers (81 A)thick.
T his trend  and the  fact th a t HgTe LO modes can not be m apped properly 
onto th e  bulk LO curve suggests th a t the frequencies of HgTe modes in CdTe- 
HgTe SL’s are different from th e  frequencies in bulk HgTe. It can be seen th a t 
m ost of these modes lie consistently below the  bulk LO curve. Moreover, we 
find th a t the  highest LO mode in the  bulk LO range of HgTe is not necessarily 
the  n =  1 HgTe LO (Fig. 4.13(b)).
T hese observations can be understood in term s o f th e  pertu rba tion  caused 
by replacing some of the  bulk HgTe cells by CdTe cells. This perturbation 
consists of changes in force constants and a  change in the  cation mass. Since 
all th e  short range interactions are lim ited to  nearest neighbors, a change in 
the  short range force constants will affect the interfacial ions only and its 
effect on frequencies will presum ably be sm all, especially in thick superlat­
tices. However, since the Coulomb interaction is long ranged, a  change in 
the Coulom b param eter Z 2 f t  will be felt th roughout the  superlattice  and will 
lead to  an electric field in HgTe layers th a t will be different from bulk HgTe. 
Since Z 2 /e  for CdTe is significantly larger, th e  electric field in HgTe layers of 
a CdTe-HgTe superlattice  will be stronger th a n  th a t in bulk HgTe, which will 
shift th e  bulk HgTe frequencies down. A lthough th e  analogy is not exact, it 
is useful to recall th a t the energy spectrum  of a sim ple harm onic oscillator is 
shifted down[118] in the presence of an electric field e by Z 2e2/ ‘2 m u 2% Z  and 
m  being the  charge and mass respectively, of the oscillator.
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Figure 4.S: Thickness dependence of the  highest LO m ode frequencies in 
(001) Superlattices.







W hereas the  change in the  Coulomb param eter tends to  lower the fre­
quencies, a  change in mass from Hg to Cd will tend  to  push the  frequencies 
up since Cd is much lighter th an  Hg. However, it appears th a t the p e rtu r­
bation due to th e  change in th e  Coulomb param eter is dom inant since m ost 
of the SL modes lie below the bulk branches. In particu lar, all the SL modes 
upto  (,' =  0 . 6  lie below the bulk dispersion curves.
A close exam ination  of Fig. 4.6 supports the above explanation as m ost 
of the confined CdTe modes lie slightly above the bulk  curves. However, th e  
effect is not as pronounced as in th e  case of HgTe.
Figures 4.9 and  4.10 give th e  mass weighted displacem ents of the various 
modes discussed above. Here th e  anion displacem ent has been m ultiplied 
by - 1 . T he order n of the m ode is defined by the num ber of half waves in 
th e  layer. T he envelope shown is a  sine (odd n) o r cosine (even n) curve 
w ith th e  w avevector given by Eq. (4.11). To account for the  fact th a t CdTe 
or HgTe modes are not perfectly confined in their respective layers, we nor­
m alized these curves to  the v ibrational strengths of these modes calculated 
using Eq. (4.10). It can be seen th a t these envelopes provide an excellent 
approxim ation  for the  displacem ent p a tte rn s  of the highest few modes. How­
ever, these modes become less confined as the  frequency decreases and the  
cation and  anion displacem ents develop a  phase shift. This phase shift is 
m ore pronounced for the TO m odes (Fig. 4.11).
Unlike th e  confined CdTe m odes, which show exponential decay in HgTe 
layers, th e  displacem ents for confined HgTe modes show oscillations in CdTe
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Figure 4.9: D isplacem ents for LO modes in (5.5)SL001.
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Figure 4.10: D isplacem ents for LO m odes in ( 19,20)SL001.





























Figure 4.11: D isplacem ents for T O  modes in (19,20)SL001.
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layers (Figs. 4.9,4.10). T h is behavior is independent of th e  thickness of 
the  HgTe layers as sim ilar patterns are seen for (5,5)SL001 as well as 
(19,20)SL001. Also, th e  displacem ents of HgTe modes in  (5,5)SL001 are 
poorly described by harm onic envelopes, especially for h igher n.
The confined modes of higher order n show oscillations whose am plitudes 
have m odulations characterized roughly by a wavevector q =  lir/d.  where d  is 
the  thickness of the  confining layer. This can be seen, for exam ple, in Fig. 4.10 
for LOIS. To bring out th is  point, we give, in Fig. 4.12, d isplacem ents 
in HgTe layers of m any higher order confined HgTe m odes. A harm onic 
m odulation with a period d  =  20 can be easily observed. Such m odes are  not 
seen in GaAs-AlAs system  since GaAs (AlAs) does not su p p o rt harm onic 
oscillations a t optical frequencies characteristic of AlAs (G aA s) which is a 
prerequisite for this behavior.
The modes shown in Fig. 4.12 lie below the lowest LO frequency of CdTe. 
As the frequency increases, th e  CdTe layers gain v ibrational s tren g th  and  we 
see modes propagating w ith  com parable am plitudes in b o th  layers. A t the  
sam e time the am plitude m odulation becomes more com plex (Fig. 4.13). 
These propagating modes correspond to  dispersive optical branches th a t ap­
pear to  be foldings of the  HgTe LO curve. However, they  can  not be called 
folded optical phonons since the ir frequencies as well as th e ir  d isplacem ent 
patterns can not be accounted for in terms of a  su p erla ttice  w avevector 
Q = hr/d. I being an in teger and d =  dx +  d2 being th e  su p erla ttice  pe­
riod. These modes travel w ith  different wavevectors in th e  CdTe and HgTe
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layers. T he w avevector assignment for these m odes was done by looking at 
their d isp lacem ent patterns in the two layers. M any of these modes have 
wavevectors o f th e  form (/ +  O.o)7r /d , where / is an  integer and d is the layer 
thickness. T his is precisely the condition for an  an tinode a t the interface, 
which is w hat is observed in the  d isplacem ent p a tte rn s  of these modes. We 
find th a t for a  given mode the wavevector in th e  CdTe layers is very close to 
the  value a t w hich the  particular m ode is allowed in bulk CdTe. However, the 
wavevectors in  HgTe layers are different from  th e  corresponding bulk values. 
For exam ple, th e  m ode with /  =  4.305 T H z (Fig. 4.13(c)) is allowed in bulk 
HgTe a t C ~  0.31, where C is the reduced wavevector. A look at the displace­
m ent p a tte rn  shows th a t £ ~  0 . 2  in the  sup erla ttice , which is significantly 
different from  th e  bulk value. This difference decreases as £ approaches the 
zone boundary.
We have p lo tted  these extended modes along w ith  th e  confined modes on 
th e  bulk dispersion of CdTe and HgTe in Figs. 4.6 and  4.7. Like the confined 
CdTe m odes, these extended modes m ap qu ite  well to  the  bulk dispersion 
curves. However, m apping to the bulk HgTe dispersion follows the pattern  
shown by confined HgTe modes.
We will now tu rn  our atten tion  to th e  folded acoustic branches. These 
modes are generally  accounted for in te rm s of R ytov’s elastic continuum  
model[104]. For a  (n ,n )  CdTe-HgTe sup erla ttice  grown along (001) direc­
tion, Eq. (4.4) gives 2.912 cm /sec for the  slope of th e  folded longitudinal 
acoustic branches, independent of the  value of n . For th e  zeroth and the first
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Figure 4.12: Displacements for low HgTe LO modes in (19,20)SL001.
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Figure 4.13: D isplacem ents for extended LO modes. Frequency of the modes 
decreases from (a) to  (h).
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order LA curves in dispersion of (5,5)SL001 we get slopes of 2.S16 cm /sec  
and 2.717 cm /sec  which are quite close to th e  prediction of R ytov’s m odel. 
However, the  slopes of higher order modes d ep art significantly (2.31 cm /sec  
for second folded LA), m ainly because of th e  fact th a t these branches are  
folded from regions of th e  bulk Brillouin zone where the bulk LA branches 
of the two m ateria ls  do not exhibit linear dispersion. Our results for th e  
folded TA m odes show worse agreement w ith R y tov ’s model, which can be 
understood in te rm s of the flattening of bulk TA branches. R ytov’s m odel 
gives b e tte r  resu lts for thicker SL’s, since th e  bulk Brillouin zone is folded 
many tim es and  m ore branches lie in the linear dispersion region.
Com paring th e  dispersion curves along different wavevector directions for 
the sam e superla ttice , we see that for the highest optical mode, the frequen­
cies are d istinc tly  different for q  —*• 0  from th e  grow th direction and from  
an in-plane d irection . O ther modes also show th is anisotropy but it is m ore 
pronounced for th e  highest modes of the two m aterials. This anisotropy of 
optical phonons has been observed in many R am an studies[25, 113] of GaAs- 
AIAs SL’s. In F igure 4.14 we present the frequencies of the  zone-center m odes 
for (3,3)SL(001) as functions of 6. the angle m easured from the growth d irec­
tion. 6 goes from  0 to  7t / 2  as q  goes from [001] to [100] direction in a plane 
normal to [010]. M acroscopic models [113] explain th is anisotropy of optical 
phonons in term s of th e  anisotropic dielectric constan t. Microscopically, it is 
seen to arise from th e  lack of rotational invariance of th e  Coulomb part of th e  
dynam ical m atrix[36]. As explained in C hap ter 2, th e  irregular term  in th e
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Coulomb dynam ical m a trix  th a t gives rise to the  m acroscopic field, depends 
on the direction from w hich th e  q  =  0 point is approached. For bulk m a te ­
rials with cubic sym m etry , th is  does not affect optical frequencies since th e  
totalCoulom b dynam ical m a trix  retains rotational invariance[60]. In SL ’s. 
however, the angular dependence of macroscopic field coupled w ith th e  lack 
of rotational invariance resu lts in an anisotropy of the op tica l frequencies.
The frequency of th e  CdTe L01 mode decreases w hile th a t of L 03  in­
creases as 0 increases. All degenerate transverse modes sp lit as 0 changes 
from 0. In every case, one of the  two shows alm ost no angu lar dispersion 
whereas the frequency of th e  o ther changes. An exam ination  of th e  eigenvec­
tors shows th a t as th e  angle changes from 0 to 7r / 2 , the  polarization  of the  
CdTe LOl mode changes from z  to x-like whereas the polarizations of L 0 2  
and L03 rem ain sam e (z) ,  which means tha t the la tte r  becom e transverse 
vibrations a t 9 = ir/2. T h is shows th a t the L02 and L 03  are slab or Fuchs- 
Kliewer modes[107]. T hese  m odes have the property th a t the  longitudinal 
modes v ibrate at transverse  frequencies and vice versa. E xperim en tally  these 
modes have been observed in GaAs-AlGaAs SL[119]. T h e  polarizations of 
TO  modes show sim ilar features. Both the modes corresponding to  CdTe 
T O l retain x  or (/-like po larizations and therefore correspond to  longitudinal 
vibrations a t 0 — tt/2.  For T 0 2  and T 03 , which is an interface m ode, one 
of the modes tu rns in to  a  Fuchs-Ivliewer mode whereas th e  o ther rem ains a 
transverse vibrations a t 0 — t t / 2 . Similar behavior is seen for HgTe LO and 
TO  modes.
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Figure 4.14: A ngular dispersion for (3,3)SL001. Infinitesim al q  is ro ta ted  
from (00<f) to (£00) in a plane perpendicular to (010). CLO. HLO etc. refer 
to CdTe and HgTe modes.
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4 .3 .2  (1 1 1 ) S u p er la ttices
T he optical bands of bulk CdTe and HgTe do not overlap in (111) d i­
rection. Therefore th e  situation is qualita tively  sim ilar to GaAs-AlAs su­
perlattices and  phonon spectra of CdTe-HgTe superlattices grown along th is 
direction do not contain any propagating op tica l phonons. In Fig. 4 .15-4.IS 
we present phonon spectra for (5,5)SL111 and  (3,3)SL111. We find th a t  th e  
bands w ith frequencies between 2.36 THz and  3.22 TH z result from acoustic 
branches of CdTe only.
On com parison w ith the spectra  for (001) superla ttices it is seen th a t th e  
dispersion curves for (0 0 1 ) and ( 1 1 1 ) superla ttices are qu ite  different even 
for superlattices w ith the  same num ber of layers. This is m ost obvious near 
q  =  0  where, because of the zone folding effects, different m odes are seen 
in the  two superlattices. This can be easily seen in the  acoustic frequencies 
regime. A part from the  appearance of different modes, it is seen th a t,  in 
bo th  cases, th e  frequencies of the  highest op tica l m ode is slightly less in 
(111) superlattices than  that in (001) superla ttices. In the confined phonon 
picture, this can be understood in term s of la rger dispersion of th e  LO branch  
in the  ( 1 1 1 ) direction.
For these SL’s all the SL optical modes p ropagating  along the grow th 
direction can be identified as confined or interface modes. In particu la r, 
all the LO modes can be identified as confined CdTe or HgTe modes. For
(5.5)SL111 five LO modes were identified as bu lk  CdTe LO m odes and five as






















Figure 4.15: Phonon Dispersion of (5 .5)SL( 111) along the grow th direction. 
Arrows indicate the transverse interface modes discussed in th e  tex t.
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Figure 4.16: Phonon Dispersion of (5,5)SL111. q  is along (110).
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Figure 4.17: Phonon Dispersion of (5,5)SL111 for q  along (112).




























Figure 4.18: Phonon Dispersion of (3,3)SL111 CdTe-HgTe superla ttice  along 
th e  grow th direction. Arrows indicate the  transverse in terface m odes dis­
cussed in th e  tex t.
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HgTe modes. The phonon dispersion of this superlattice has two TO  m odes, 
each doubly degenerate, a t 4.08 TH z and 3.92 THz which lie in th e  band gaps 
of bo th  materials and  therefore are tru e  interface modes, highly localized a t 
the two interfaces as shown in Fig. 4.19. These modes show no dispersion 
at all and appear in th e  sp ec tra  of all the SL’s we considered. All o th e r TO 
modes are confined modes.
In Fig. 4.20 and 4.21 we present th e  mapping of SL modes to  th e  optical 
phonon dispersion of bulk C dTe and HgTe respectively. As in th e  (OOl)SL's. 
we find tha t 7  =  0 for LO and 7  =  1 for TO  modes. However for (5 ,o )S L lll 
LO branch we got b e tte r  m apping  w ith  7  =  1. Because of m ore confinem ent, 
the overall m apping for HgTe modes is be tte r as com pared to  (OOlJSL’s. 
though long wavelength m odes still lie below the bulk curves. Also, as can 
be seen in Fig. 4.22, the  frequency of the highest HgTe LO m ode rem ains 
below th e  bulk LO frequency even for ( 10,27)SL111. This indicates th a t 
the lowering of long w avelength HgTe frequencies seen in (OOl)SL’s is not 
dependent on the grow th direction.
Fig. 4.23 gives the  angular dispersion in (3,3)SL111. The results are qual­
itatively  similar to th e  (001) superla ttices. One can identify m any slab like 
modes when the wavevector is along (110). In particular, the two degenerate 
interface modes split as the  angle changes from 0 .
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Figure 4.19: D oubly degenerate interface m odes seen in all (111) SL’s.
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Figure 4.20: M apping of confined CdTe modes to  th e  bulk dispersion of 
CdTe.
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Figure 4.21: M apping of confined HgTe modes to the bulk dispersion of HgTe.










Figure 4.22: Thickness dependence of the highest LO m ode frequencies in
(111) Superlattices.
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Figure 4.23: Angular dispersion for (3,3)SL111. Infinitesimal q  is ro ta ted  
from (CCC) to  (CCO) in a  p lane perpendicular to  ((,‘(,*20- CLO. HLO etc. refer 
to  CdTe and HgTe m odes.
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4 .4  C om parison  w ith  E xperim ents
As m entioned earlier, so far only two Raman scattering investigations of 
CdTe-H gTe superlattices have been reported  in the literature. In th e  first 
of these, photolum inescence and resonant Raman scattering m easurem ents 
were perform ed on superlattices grown along (111) direction[49]. T he  Stokes 
sp ec tra  of these experim ents showed sharp  lines at energies corresponding 
to  th e  bulk CdTe LO phonon and its  higher order harm onics in add ition  
to  photolum inescence backgrounds. T he main focus of the  s tu d y  was to 
investigate the  electronic properties o f CdTe-HgTe superlattices. From the  
la ttice  dynam ical point of view, the  only interesting result was th a t no peaks 
corresponding to any of th e  HgTe phonons or any other CdTe phonons were 
found in the  R am an spectra . Therefore, there is not much th a t  we can 
com pare our results with in this case.
T he th ree  superlattices S L l. SL2 and  SL3 investigated in th a t s tu d y  corre­
spond to (S,16)SL111. (10.27)SL111 and  (5,10)SL111, respectively. T he  first 
two SL’s were discussed above and it was shown th a t all the  op tical m odes 
are well confined in their respective layers and can be described by m eans of 
an effective wavevector. T he  results for the third SL are qualita tively  sim ilar 
to o ther SL’s
T he second Ram an study  was done by Feng et al. who perform ed R a­
m an scattering  experim ents on (001) superlattices[50|. In these s tru c tu re s, 
the  CdTe layer actually contained a  sm all am ount of Hg and so these were
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actually  C d j_xHgxTe-HgTe superlattices, with x  ~  0.15. C d i_x HgxTe is a 
m ixed alloy and exhib its two m ode behavior for all values of x .  Since we 
studied  CdTe-HgTe superlattices ra th e r than  C di-rH giT e-H gT e, we will no t 
get the two mode behavior and will not see HgTe like modes associated w ith  
th e  alloy. However, since the value of x  is quite small, the CdTe like m odes 
of C d i-rH g jT e  are expected to  be qu ite  close to the optical frequencies of 
CdTe[54] and the com parison of our theoretical results w ith the experim ental 
results of Feng et al. is not unreasonable.
The two superlattices, SLl and SL2 considered in Ref. [50] correspond to  
(19,20)SL001 and (12,25)SL001 respectively. Many properties of these s tru c ­
tu res were discussed above. Here we focus our atten tion  on the identification 
of some of the  calculated modes with th e  experim ental observations. SL2 
had a 300 ACdTe cap  whereas SLl did not have any CdTe cap. T he exper­
im ent was done in th e  near back-scattering geom etry in which th e  incident 
and  scattered  light waves are parallel to  each other and  alm ost perpendicu­
lar to the  surface of th e  sample. In this geom etry both  LO and TO  modes 
are allowed, although LO modes are m ore favored. Unlike th e  results of 
Ref. [49], the  R am an spectra  of SLl showed no peaks corresponding to CdTe 
phonons. However, th e re  were two peaks, a t 155 cm -1 and 425 cm -1 , which 
were far from any of the  known modes of CdTe or HgTe. T he la tte r  peak 
was actually  a broad feature extending from 350 to 550 cm -1 w ith a peak 
near 425 cm -1 . T he Ram an spectra  of th e  other superla ttice  SL2, which 
had a CdTe cap, showed many CdTe optical phonons and one unknow n peak
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a t 244 cm -1 . T h a t th e  two superlattices had unknown peaks a t different 
positions suggests th a t these modes m ight be SL modes.
In our sim ulations of these configurations, we find one C dTe LO m ode at 
155.46 cm -1 (4.664 T H z) in th e  spectrum  of S L l. The spec trum  of SL2 does 
not contain any m odes close to  this energy. Consequently we can a t tr ib u te  
th e  unknown peak a t 155 cm -1 in the Ram an spectrum  of SLl to a  super­
la ttice  m ode since th e  difference between the former and 155.46 cm -1 is well 
w ithin th e  experim ental resolution (2-3 cm -1 ) of th a t experim ent.
The identification of the o ther unknown peak, a t 425 c m " 1 for S L l. to  a 
SL m ode is not th a t s tra ig h t forward. F irst of all it should be realized th a t 
th is peak and the  peak in SL2’s spectrum  can be explained only, if a t all, in 
term s of higher harm onics since the optical frequencies of CdTe lie betw een 
127.3 cm -1 and 173.2 cm -1 and those of HgTe range from  115.3 c m -1 to 
138 cm -1 . For SL l, we find m any closely spaced modes n ear 425 c m " 1. For 
exam ple, the re  are two HgTe LO ’s a t 141.86 c m " 1 and 142.32 c m " 1 and  eight 
doubly degenerate C dTe T O ’s between 141.55 c m " 1 and 142.6 c m " 1. T he 
th ird  harm onic of all of these modes is with in the experim ental resolution 
of 425 c m " 1. T he broad  feature a t this frequency could be  a  m anifestation 
of all of these modes o r due to HgTe LO’s only since LO modes are m ore 
favored in the  near back-scattering  geometry.
Similarly, th e  unknown peak a t 244 c m " 1 in SL2’s spec trum  can be due 
to  the  second harm onic of th e  HgTe TO at 121.89 c m "1 or due to th e  th ird  
harm onic of e ither of th e  two HgTe LO’s a t 81.73 c m "1 and  81.04 c m " 1.
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4.5 C on clusion
In this chapter, we have presented the  first system atic study  of CdTe- 
HgTe superlattices grown along (001) and (111) directions. For (001) SL’s, 
we find m any propagating modes in addition to confined modes. In (111) 
SL’s, however, all the modes are e ith e r confined or interface modes. O ur 
investigations show th a t the  HgTe like modes do not m ap well to th e  bulk 
HgTe modes. This can be understood in term s of the stronger electric field 
in HgTe HgTe layers as com pared to  bulk HgTe, which leads to  a  lowering of 
the  HgTe modes.
T he unknown peaks in the R am an scattering results of Feng et a/.[50] 
can be explained by the superlattice  modes close to those frequencies. The 
unknown peak a t 155 cm -1 in the spec tra  of SLl can be unam biguously 
assigned to  a confined CdTe LO. T hus atleast one CdTe is present in the 
results of Feng et al.. However, since it is not a  m ultiple harm onic of the 
zone-center LO bulk m ode in CdTe, it was not identified as a  CdTe m ode. 
T he assignm ent of the o ther two peaks a t 425 cm 1 (SLl) and a t 244 cm -1 
(SL2) to specific SL modes is not th a t straight forward because we find m any 
Ram an active CdTe or HgTe modes around those frequencies.
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C hapter 5 
Sum m ary and C onclusion
In sum m ary, we have studied th e  phonon dispersion in bulk II-VI sem i­
conductors and sem i-m etals and CdTe-HgTe superlattices grown along (001) 
and  (111) directions. A m ajo r result of our effort has been the extension of 
th e  ad iabatic  bond charge model to  II-V I m aterials. We have shown th a t 
by a judicious choice of the  equilibrium  position of the  bond charge, one can 
find p aram eter sets which give good fits to  phonon dispersion curves of II-VI 
com pounds including HgTe and  HgSe. T he resulting fits are as good as or 
b e tte r  th an  rigid ion or shell model fits utilizing 11 or m ore param eters. We 
have also calculated the elastic constan ts and specific heat for the six m a te ­
rials which show good agreem ent w ith th e  m easured values. O ur param eter 
se ts for th e  six II-VI m aterials show trends which are consistent w ith th e  
p aram eters  of group IV elem ents and III-V  com pounds.
A m ajo r drawback of th e  ad iabatic  bond charge m odel is th a t it tre a ts  
ions as rigid and undeform able. As a result, it does not account for the
129
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com plete polarizability of th e  crystal. T his is reflected in poorer descrip tion 
of LO phonon branch as com pared to  T O  or acoustic branches. For o rd inary  
sem i-conductors the difference from th e  experim ental results is not a m a tte r  
of concern but for Hg based com pounds, because of the ir sem i-m etallicity, it 
can be significant as was seen for HgTe.
O ne way of including the  polarizability  of ions is to  pu t a shell around 
them . Such a combination of the ad iab a tic  bond charge m odel and the  shell 
m odel has been speculated before[120]. However, th is will necessitate the  
in troduction  of more param eters and  rob the model of its sim ple physical 
p ic tu re  of th e  electronic s tru c tu re  of covalent m aterials.
A nother alternative th a t does not involve new param eters is to use a 
w avevector dependent dielectric function. Many m odel expressions for t (q)  
for sem iconductors have been suggested[121, 122, 123]. All of these are 
quadratica lly  decreasing functions of q. Investigations of a-Sn[124] suggest a 
sim ilar behavior for e(q) of zero-gap sem i-m etals. O ne can then  use an appro ­
p ria te  expression for e(?) and trea t only th e  ionic charge Z  as a param eter. A 
problem  w ith this strategy is th a t these expressions for e(q) already include 
th e  screening effects of the bond charges. One can explicitly  su b trac t the  
con tribu tion  due to the m otion of th e  bond charges b u t then  determ ination  
of param eters will have to be done self-consistently.
In th e  second part of this thesis we considered CdTe-HgTe superlattices 
grown along (001) a n d ( l l l)  directions. This is the  first s tudy  of its kind for 
these s truc tu res and therefore we were unable to com pare our results w ith
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o th e r studies of CdTe-HgTe superlattices. However, w herever possible, we 
com pared our results w ith existing studies of GaAs-AlAs superlattices. We 
find th a t the  question of interface m odeling which has been treated  casually 
in th e  case of GaAs-AlAs superlattices, becomes an im p o rtan t issue and needs 
to  be tackled carefully. In particu lar, the Coulom b in teraction  between two 
particles s itua ted  on opposite sides of the  interface has to  be handled in a 
physical m anner, consistent w ith th e  boundary conditions of macroscopic 
electrosta tics.
For superlattices grown along (001) direction, we see m any dispersive LO 
branches. These branches lie in th e  overlapping regions of bulk  LO branches 
of CdTe and HgTe and represent phonons propagating in bo th  m aterials. 
T hese modes have different wavevectors in CdTe and HgTe layers tha t can 
not be assigned by using some sim ple scheme. We assigned these wavevectors 
by exam ining th e  displacem ent pa tte rn s  of these modes. We find tha t the 
wavevectors in CdTe layers are close to  the corresponding bulk  values but the 
wavevectors in HgTe layers are in general different from th e  wavevectors of 
th e  corresponding bulk HgTe frequencies. These branches can not be called 
folded optical phonons since it is not possible to account for the ir frequencies 
and  displacem ent pa tte rns in term s of a superlattice wavevector.
O ur results for (111) superlattices are qualita tively  sim ilar to  GaAs-AlAs 
SL's. This is because the optical bands of CdTe and HgTe do not overlap 
in th e  (111) direction. However, for bo th  (001) and (111) directions we find 
th a t th e  frequencies of HgTe modes, especially long w avelength modes, do
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not m ap as well to  bulk dispersion of HgTe as do those of CdTe. This is 
m ore pronounced in (001) direction. Also in bo th  directions, the frequency 
of the  highest HgTe LO mode does not a t ta in  the  bulk limit even for 27 
m ono-layer th ick  HgTe layer. This indicates th a t th e  frequencies of HgTe 
modes in these structures are slightly different from th e  bulk values. Such an 
effect is not seen in GaAs-AlAs superlattices where one can always m ap the  
calcu la ted  and even the experim entally determ ined  SL modes to appropria te  
bulk branches. A possible explanation of these shifts can be given in term s 
of stronger electric field because of the higher Coulom b param eter in CdTe 
layers.
M apping of experim entally determ ined SL m odes to the bulk dispersion 
provides a  po ten tia l method of determ ining  bulk phonon dispersion using 
R am an sca tte ring  which is useful for crysta ls like AlAs for which neutron 
sca tte rin g  d a ta  does not exist. Such an investigation of HgTe modes in CdTe- 
HgTe SL’s would be highly useful since the  ex isting  neutron scattering results 
on op tical branches are controversial. O ur investigations show th a t the m ain 
problem  in this m apping would be the assignm ent of effective wavevectors to 
p ropagating  modes. The frequency shifts observed above are small and most 
probably will no t be resolved experim entally.
Since th e  frequency shifts are sm all, one can always wonder if these effects 
are the  artifac ts  of the model used. T he answ er to  this valid criticism  can 
only be provided by further studies. We hope th a t our results will spur o ther 
sim ilar stud ies using different models. However, a  first principles study  would
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be m ore helpful and appropriate since phenom enological models, because of 
the ir ad justab le  param eters, have lim ited pred ic tive powers. It will also help 
to  clarify th e  s itua tion  at the CdTe/H gTe interface. Since th e  short range and 
long range param eters of BCM are coupled through equilibrium  conditions, 
we did not have enough freedom to  use different m odeling schemes a t the 
interface. Therefore we could not study  the dependence of superlattice modes 
on different interface configurations.
O ur investigations also show th a t the unknow n peaks in th e  Ram an sca t­
tering  results of Feng et a/.[50] can be accounted for in term s of superlattice 
modes. T he unknown peak at 155 cm -1 in th e  spec tra  of SL l can be unam ­
biguously assigned to  a confined CdTe LO. T he  o ther two peaks at 425 cm 1 
(SL l) and  a t 244 cm -1 (SL2) can be due to  th e  m ultip le harm onics of many 
R am an active CdTe or HgTe modes around those frequencies. Thus we see 
th a t bo th  CdTe and HgTe modes are present in the  results of Feng et al.. 
However, CdTe modes could not identified because they are not m ultiple 
harm onics of the  zone-center LO m ode in bulk  CdTe. We could not com pare 
our results w ith the  o ther Ram an study[49] because only m ultip le harm onics 
of the zone-center CdTe LO mode were de tec ted  in th a t study. An answer 
to  the question as to why only these modes were detected  requires a detailed 
calculation of R am an intensities and can be done using our results for phonon 
wavefunctions.
C alculation of Ram an intensities is not th e  only application of phonon 
eigenfrequencies and wavefunctions. E lectron-phonon in teraction in SL's[125]
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is not well understood  and needs to be stud ied  using accurate  phonon wave­
functions from  microscopic models incorporating full dispersion. CdTe-HgTe 
superla ttices provide a novel s tru c tu re  where one com ponent is a zero-gap 
sem i-m etal and  th e  other is an ordinary  vvide-gap sem iconductor. T he band 
gap of th e  superla ttice  varies w ith the layer thickness of HgTe. It would 
be in teresting  to  study the effect of thickness on electron-phonon coupling. 
Also, of p a rticu la r relevance to  II-VI m ateria ls is th e  LO phonon-exciton 
in teraction  and  its effect on optical p roperties. T he strong polar na tu re  of 
these m ateria ls  results in a strong coupling of the excitons to the LO phonons 
which is responsible for sharp lines observed in lum inescence and excitation 
spectra  in several quantum  structures[126].
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